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Expenditures by hospitals in the Unitql States for s.

medical it famaIion systems and lomputer con-
trolled equipment have heen projected to rise over
the decade to a level of $2 billion 'per year. The --

public interest demands that this investment result
in benefits that justify its cost. Rapid' advances in , .

,
'computer technology offer exciting potential to sig- _ ,

niftcantly impact on management, and information'
processing which now accounts for as much as one.

..

a:1).d of the cost of inpatient care. Yet, the complex-
ity of this technology and the lacrot relevant train- .

ing in this field of hosilital management have Ied .4

too often to disappointing exPeriencds and little re-
turn on the investrnent of health care dollars. Like-
Wise, health planners who are mandated in carry
out Certificate-of-Need review fpr hospital capital

,' expenditures are faced with the same difficul- .. .
.,.. ,..

tieslack of specialized experience in a complex . :; 4

and rapidly advancing science. This'document does - t
f

not evaluate specific commercial information sys- .

terns: Its intent is to provide a mechanism for asking .4,
relevant and constructive question§ pertaining to -,,

the assessment of any system. It attempts not only to
provide a tool for'evaluatinglios-piial proposals, but t it

...,also.to encourage the health planner and hospital to . .
work together in developing a sound medical infor- ..7

,

'.2.mation system plan.
., t

1k
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Preface

Technology tras.invaded health care in otir time.
Today, a hOspital without machines would seem
quaint. Yet, all too often technology has contri-
buted higher costs and only questionable benefits.
To that end, health planning policy has increasingly
extended its focus beyond capacity to technology.

Most hospital technology is clinically oriented-
CAT scanners, automated chemistry analysis, mon-
itoring systems, dialysis machines . An impor-
tant subset M hospital technology, howeyer, is The
application .o? rnmode computer - communication
technology to the ofteration of the hospital. Borrow-
ing the economic arguments of Martin Feldstein,
this author has argued elsewhere (Medical Inform.-
tion System, Aspen, 1977) that medical infonpation
systenis are, or at least can be, an example of cost
lowering technology rather than simply one more
cause of escalating hospital bills.

The origins of this technology in hospitals can be
traced to the early sixties. Introduction of compre-
hensive, sophisticated -systems did not occur, how-
ever, until the following decade. The National den -

ter for Health Servires Researdrinitiated its suppOit
Of landmark evaluation research by Battelle at El
Camino Hospital in 1971, leading to a series of re
ports culminating in 1979. While the incentive
structure in which hospitals operate complicated in-
terpretation, it is clear that this research demon-
strated loth patient care gains and productivity
gains.

The Battelle studies were directed at a sophisti-
cated physician/nurse -oriented comprehensive sys-
tem. liKeanwhile, other hospitals were installing a
variety of less sophisticated hospital-wide systems'
and also a number of specialiied departmental sys-
tems (business, office, laboratory, etc.). Approaches
to these systems ranged from "doiit-yourself" devel-
opment starting with a computer and a program-
ming manual to subscribing to systems operated

4

from centralized computers supporting hundredkoT
hospitals. Little r no independent exaluation,has
been done op moat of these systems and qproaches.

14, Faced with this plethora of computer technology,
hospital executives ind health-planners are placed
in an uncomfortable decision making role:' Under
the National Healthranning and Resources Devel-,
opment Act of 1974 (Public Taw 93-641), fOrmal

1yreview and approval \health systems agencies and
state health planning anddeyelopment, agencies are
m andated. - , \

.

Thus, the purpose of to work reporte here is to
synthesize the research' a d experience of the last
two decades into a useful rm.for use by non-tech-
nically trained people who also lack the tinie or the
nrotivaiion to independently research this field, yet
who must make decisions affectift the quality and
cost oflealth care: Our goal has not been prepara-
tion of a formal review paper, but rather a read-
able, decision-Maker oriented summary. The extent
to which we'have athieAd our purpose will be seen
only in the degree to whtch computer:communica-
tions contributes to better, cheaper hospital' care in
the future, - /
- This work has been supported by [rant Number
iiO3 HS 03347 awarded by the National Center for
Health Services Research. The author is particular-
ly indebted to James Ullom of that organization for
his counsel and assistance.

.

Special acknowledgment must alsO be given the
many Health Systems Agencies who have generously
shared their procedures and newsletters; and pro-
vided copies of relevant CON applications.. A

Hopefully, this book will prove sufficiently/ usdul
to them to repay them for their efforts.

Melville H. Hodge
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2 Purpose-,-The National Health Planning and Re-

sources Development Act of 1974 (Public Law.
95 -641) created a review process for capital ex-
penditures by hospitals. Beyond consideration of
proposed capacity expansion, this review process,
kno\vin as Certificate-of-Need (CON), extends also
to the acquisition of hospital systems and equip-
ment.

Under Grant R03 HS ,00'47-1 awarded by the
National Center fel. Health Selivices Research, an
inquiry has been made into,the CON proceis as it
relates to medical information systems and a .book
has been written for use by both hospital exert tives
preparing CON applications and health planners
reviewing such applications. The objective of this
boo1.is better decisionmakingsin the acquisition of
medical Information systems by hospitals consistent,
with the criteria establiihed in r.

, Background Prior to the , enactment of P.L.
93'-641., capital expenditures by hospitals,were sub-
ject to review under Section 1122 of the <4972'
Amendment to the Social Security Act. Lack of ade-
quate sanctions under the earlier law led ft) the
citation of the CON process. PA.,. 93 -641 created a
review process by regional Health Systems Agencies
(HSA's) and State Health 'Planning and Develop-
ment Agencies (SHPDA's). Under enabling regula-
tions issued by HEW, review by ther agencies is
mandatory for acquisitionof any medical informa-
tion system with a capital cost in excess of $150,000
regardless of the method of *acquisition (purchase,
lease, rental, donation, etc.).

Six regulatory criteria are potentially relevant to
medical information sAtems:

1. The- relationship of the system. to the long range
deve/Jopment plan (if any) of the hospital.

This work-has been supported-by Grant No. R03 HS-03347 awarded by
the National Center for Health Seriices Research.

I_ <7, -

t

2. The need that the hospital's patient population
has for such services.

-
3. The availability of less costly or more. effective

alternatives.
-11

,4. The immediate and long-term financial feasibil-
ity of the proposal, as well as the probable impact
on the costs and charges for providing' health
services by the hospital.

5: he availability of resources (including health
ma c ewer, anagement personnel, and funds
for capital a operating needs) and the avail-,
ability or alte ive uses for such resourcex.

6. The special needs and circumstances of biomedi-
cal and, behavioral research projects which are
'designed to meet a national need.

Given this regtilatory requirement, a need existed
to review how effectively the review. prowss was
functioning for acquisition of medical information
systems and to provide guidelines to decision makers
to improve the process.

Findings All 204 HSA's identified in the Septem-
ber 1978 direCtory were contacted. 116 HSA's re -'`
sponded, enabling 74 medical information systerris'
to be identified, The foll,wing findings were made:

1. About 10 medical information system CON ap-
plications are made each .month throughout the
United,States.

.2, Applications range from $40,000 to $7,789,000
with' a' mean of $1,000,000. and median of
$689,000.

3. It is likely that a significant number of systems
are.acquired by hospitals without going through
the CON process, 9

A
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4. Actual' expenditures for medical information
systems by U.S.,' hospitals may be as high as

'$200,000,000 per year.

5. No instance of disapproval was found, raising
soinuestion as to the rigor of review. .

6. Inappropriate data were typically, submitted
thereby rendering effective review imi5ossible. .

7. Nan-hardware costs were often not considered.

8. Hospital information system developmentplans
were typically lacking.

9. Relevant alternatives were.of ten not considered.

10. Hospital line management involvement seemed
often lacking.

11. Risks were infrequently assessed.

12. Financial analysis methodology was frequently
inappropriate.

..
13.. Specious economic claims were sometimes

!Wade.

.
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Guidebook Given the deficiencies 'reflected in' the . 3
findings, a guidebook was written for 'use by hospi-
tal executives and HS,A4SHPDA reviewers. Since
each review organization has considerable latitude

.....
in establishing review farms, procedures, etc., the ..
guidebook was prepared to deal with issues of sub-
stance rather than form. Emphasis has been placed
on cooperation betwqntrIlle review agencies and
hospitals to achieve the mon purpose of acquir-
ing only those medical information systems which
will serve the public'interest is defined by legislative

and regulatory criteria. _.-.

',..
x

The methodology used in preparing the guide-
book was to synthesize existing research and exper-
ience. Emphasis was placed on preparing a highly
readable document-for non- technically trained pp.-
sonnel rather than a formal review paper. .

The guidebook reflects the author's view that
medical information systems represent a majdrop-
portunity to improve hospital productivity and ef-
fectiveness, provided that their acquisition' is carried
out as a rational proceis with careful consideration
of the economic consequenceDespite specific defi-
cientis presently noted in this process, there is no
reason to believe this optimism is misplaced.

A
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Overview.

CHAPTERI

tb

Introduction

This guidebook is written for two groups' of peo-
pleHealth Systems Agency. (HSA) staff or board
members who must analyze and evaluate a Certifi-
cate-of-Need (CON) application for a medical
information system fr,,om a hospital, and hospital
executives who must prepareland submit such ap-
pfications. The emphasis is on substance rather
than form. Each HSA establishes its own format

, and ,procedural requirements. There is little pur-
pose to be secured in attempting to present the

- varied requirements of the 204 HS/Vs when the
reader is interested in those of only one. Yet, the re-
quirements derived from the National Health
Planning and Research Development Act of 1974,
Public law 93641, are common to all.

With the guidebook and the instructions from the
cognizant HSA, the ho- spital executive should be
able to do an effective job of preparnig a CON for a

- medical information system and the HSA reviewer
should be ableto do an equally effective job of

4evaluating the proposed system application. The
goal, howevgr, is more than documentation and
procedure;it is good decision making. The docut
mentation and review procedure should simply re-
cord the fundamentals of the decision-making proc-
ess/ It should never be view as an end ,to itself. Uri-
fortunately. review of medical information, sYsteln
CON's suggests that the latter is too often the Case.
Vbluminous applications consisting of largelOrrele-
vent data which are silent on important/ and eyen
critical issues are commonplace.

$pedlcal information systems
. s. er.

Chapt,ei' Aatekorize and define systems more
precisely. For now, medical information 'system may
be defined to mean any computer based informa-
tion system used in hospitals for recording, Storing,

11.

transmitting, or retrieving information. Synonyms
includc hospital information system, data .acquisi-
tiOn sy4tem, hospital computer system, etc. While it
stretches the normal meaning a medical,-z'nforma-
don system somewhat, individual departmentalms-
terns such as business office systems and laboratory
information systems will also be covered.

Some AssuMptions

The intended users of thikguidebook are unlikely to,
have specialized experience with its subject. 'They
are also assumed to lack training in computer sci-
ence or programming., Realistically, they can de-
vote only a limited amount of time to the subject at
hand. The HSA member must review applications
.concernpg every aspect of health care delivery. He
of she may encounter a mediCal information system
CON once or twice a year. Similarly, t e hospital
executive is in the business of running a h spital,.

These assumptions require directing a tention td
fun amentals, and tn.& so, at e non-tech ical level. .

This limitation will not, hOwever, cause us to
compromise the quality of derision making. Indeed,
ifris important even essential that the technical
nature of medical information systems not result in
their total delegatimi to computer experts. Certain-
ly specialized expertise is required, but the central,
issue is how'this technology impacts the economic
deliv7ry of hospital-based health care, something
that the hospital executive must countAmong his or
her fundamental responsibilities. 's

This limitation will mean, however, thtt the-
interested reader will not find, a comprehensive
exposition abouemedical information systems here,
particularly at a detailed level.- The reader may find
the author's 'book, '4edica.i Information Systems
(Aspen ystems, Germantown, Maryland, 1977),



which includes rather extensive references to the
literature, more useful for that purpose.

Another set of assumptions aresthos,e about the
potential merits of medical information systems.
The author believes that both experience and re-
search have amply demonstrated that this technolo-
gy can have a favorable impact on the quality and
Cost of hospital-based health care delivery. Indeed,.
it represents a major resource for improving pro,
ductivity and for controlling labor costs, the major
;element in the continued inflation of hospital costs.

This inflation has been and continues to be so ex-
treme that the author's bias tends to go beyond the
requirements of the legislation and regulations
under consideration here to the belief that mediCal
information systems must not add to', the cod' of
health care even if they 'rovide other benefits such
as quality enhancement, Hopefully, this .bias has
been minimized insthis'volume.

Importance

It is useful to explore the economic importance of
medical information systems within the context of
health planning. Are the dollar commitments high
enough to justify the attention of health planners
that preparation of this guidebook implies?

As part of its prepafation, the author contacted
each of the 204 HSA's identified in the September
1978 Directory. One-hundred and sixteen HSA's re-
sponded, enabling 74 medical _information system
projects to be identified. During ale first, half of
1979, project applications were received by these
116 HSA's at.'an average rate,of six per month. B5
statistical inference, it is estimated tIt about ten
medical information system CON applications per

.month are made throughout the United States. (It
should be recalled that, since no applications are re-

' quired from military, Veteratis Administration, or
Public Health Servie _hospitals, the number of

dical information systems being installed is

pro ably sorriewhaehigher.)
Applications ranged in dollar magnitude from

$40,000 to $7,789,00. The average size ,was
$1,000,000--while the median ayas $689,000! Th" s
it seems reasonable to estimate that Certificate -of-
Need applications totalling $10 million are filed
each inonth. As% will be ,discussed further in
Chapters- 3 and 9, certain.cost elements are fre:
quently omitted. Further, there is indirect evidence
that applications are not filed on all installat'o' s. In
view of itese factors, actual expenditures b U 'ted

I

States hospitals for medical information_ systems
may be as high as $200 million per year.

Despite this magnitude, our survey revealed no
instance where a proposed medical information sys-
tem project has been disapproved! Several' condi',
tional approvals were neud. Frequently applica
tionvere treated as non-sulfsrantive as they did not
'affect bed or 4Orvice capacity. Presumably, non-
substantive applications receive a4 much more
limited review.

We have suggested our belief 'in the merits of
medical infor tion systems"; a large number of apt
proved and irople nted projects is consistent with
that belief. In vier o the deficiencies we will de-

..
scribe in Chapter 3, however, it is questionable

_whether an adequate review of proposed projects is
being carried out by either hospitals Or HSA's. Giv-
en the dollar magnitude or the associated invest-
ment, we believe that some attention to improving
the quality of these reviews is warranted.

- I

Guidebook organization

Chapter 2, Health Planning Revzew Requirements,
outlines the legislative requir'ements under Public
Laws 0-641 and 92-604 for review of capital
acquisitiohs by hospitals and assesses the i6iple-

nnenting regulations applicable to medical informa-
tion systems. This chapter will be useful primarily to
the,hospital reader who lacks familiarity with this
statutory/regulatory framework. The HSA member
may undoubtedly skint,it as its substance will already
be well Understood.

Chapter 3, Current Certification-of-Need Ap-
plication Deficiencies, presents findings from a
comprehensive review of rneflicalinformation sys-
tem CON'S gorn _throughout the United States.
These deficiencies, along with the' requirements
identified in Chapter 2, create the implicit outline
for the balance of this guidebook'.

In Chapter 4, A Certificate-of-Need Checklist,
the essential data elements for review are recorded.
While these will overlap somewhat with the typically
required data set, a medical information system in-
herently involves no expansion of either `hospital
beds or 'hospital services, the implicit premise,on
which most CON questionnaires are based.

Chapter 5 is entitled Assessing System Alterna-
tives. This chapter will introduce a useful model for
categorizing systems, discuss costs, risks and bene-
fits, and identify system, needs for each category. -"

5



Chapter' 6, Assessing Acquisition Alternatives,
will, consider the various ways a given system can be
acquired by a hospital internal development, fa-
Cilities management and externally provided serv-
ices. Again, costs, riski, and kenefits will be con-
sidered. t

In Chaster 7, Hospital Development Plan and
System `0 bs* dyes, the baiic considerations in long

range-planning.of medical information systems for
the hospital will be introduced. 'Emphasis will be
placed on acquisition of a given system in the con-
text of the ultimake automated information system

6 teriveefor the institution including consideration
Of the impact of any future changes in the hospital's
client,population or servicesprovided to that popii-
ration.

Chapter 8, Resource Requirements, will identify
the kinds of resources required for successful attain-
ment of the hospital's medical information system
objectives. Special emphasis' will be placed on
management and staff; including medical staff ob-
jectives.

Estimating the likely impact that system acquisi-
tion will have on cost performance of the hoipital is
perhaps the single most crucial step in intelligently
assessing the acquisition of a prospective system. A

t,

e _

framewori for making such an estimate will be pro-
vided in Chapter 9, Financial Feasibility and Eco-
n. omic Impact. Particular stress will be placed on
designing an effective benefit realization program
and making concommitant commitment to benefit
realization.

Finally, -this_book will.conclude_by examining the
reseal-A aspects of medical information systems as

*required by the governing legislation in Chapter 10,
Special RequirementsResearch.

An appendix, For Further ReAding, will guide
the interested reader to additional publications of.
interest.

This guidebook draws heavily on the evalUation.
research that has thus far been carried out in.the
field, especially the extensive evaluation carried out
at El Camino Hospital over the past eight years
under sponsorship of the National Center for
Health Services Research. The Objective, however,
is nqt a review paper, but rather a useful guidebook
for decision making by people who have neither the
time nor motivation to examine specific research
designs and results. Therefore, this book endeavors
to synthesize relevant research results with experi-
ence and judgment. Hopefully, the result will prove
useful to the reader. .

, I
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Health planning feview requirements

CHAPTER V
-

Introduction
o

On 'January 4, 1975, the 93rd Congress enacted
° Public Law 93-641, the ':National Health Planning

and Resources Development A'et of 1974." The'cer-
tificate-of-need requirements established by that
law represent the primary control external to the
hospital over acquisition of medical information

Nsystems. This chapter will describe this control
mechanism:It will also take not of three other con

.

trol mechanisms Which may affect medical informa-
tion systems. These are the capital expenditure re-
View provisions authorized under Section 1122 of
the Social Secufity Act eriactied as Public 'Law*
92 -603 in 1972, the Control over Federal funds for
modernizationr, construction or conversion of medi-.,
cal facilities under P.L.-93-6441 and finally periodic

...reviews of continuing "appropriateness" under that
same law.

C

program (mid which will serve as -the desivated
.

agency of the state for 'purposes-Of STion 1122 of
I the Social Security Att about which more will- be

said later).
The certificate-of-need is granted by-the SHPDA.

The SHPDA, however, must consider the recom-
mendations of the Health Systems Agency ("MSA")
which has previously reviewed the application. An
HSA is established fpr each health planning region
by agreement 'between a proposing ofkanizaticin
and HEW after consultation with the affected state.

Thus,' a certificate-of-need requires first, applica-
tion to the, HSA havingcognizance over the.regioii
in which, the applicant 'hospital is located, and after
securing a favorable re commendation, making

further application to the SHPDA.
o

,State role

Under P.L: 93-641, each state must develop a cer-
tificate-of-need program which must meet (but can
also exceed) ,basic requirements established by De-
pattment of Health, Education, and Welfare
("HEW")::States May use any appropriate combina-
tion of new and existing legislation, administrative
rules and executive orders to meet the requirement.

Because of the considerable,flexibility given the
'states, anckthe continuing a-ctions,by states to come
into coMPliance,` it is essential to check require-
ments In effect at a given time in a given state. The'
perspective here must necessarily be limited to the
minimum Fedefally mandated requirements.

Organization

Each state is required to establish a State 'Health
Planning and Development Agency ("SHPDA")
which will administer the state' certificate-of-need

lernents of a certificateofneed program!'

The, principal elements of a certificate -of -need pro-
gram are scope, threshold criteria, due process and
sanctions. In considering review of a hoipital's ap-

' plication for a medical inforniation System, those
aspects of such a program witich are not likely to be
relevant to such an application will be igncired.,
Thus, the reader must exercise cars ,extending,-
what is set forth here to other subjects whete-these. -

ignored aspkts right-be -relevant. Thrtader is al-
ro reminded tlet-individtral state requirernents may
be more stringent ithan the Federally Jrianda41-

, Cminimum requirements set4orth' here. s
It is clear that acquisition or a medical infotina--

don system requires a certificate-of-need it its capi-
tal thst exceeds $115i,000. By 'capital cost", is
maht any expenditure which under generally ac-

. cepted accounting,principles is a Vital_expendi-
..

cure:
.

Acquisition by lease, rental or even donation does
not permit escape. The test is whether the atognisi-

.
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tion 'would have reqUired review had it been pur-
chased, irrespective of the actual method of acquisi-
tion.

The $150,000 level (or such lower level that a
state may establish) appears to be the only threshold
of. the five established by HEW which would "trig-
ger" a requirenient for a certificate-of-need for a
medical information system. It is possible,- of
'Course, that such a system could be acquired by a
series of capital expenditUrg, each under the
threshold, but insombination exceeding,the thresh-
old. 1-IEW has considered this possibility, but has
speciffeally referred resPonsibilitgor deaJing with it
to each state. A

HEW has established twelve Critefia which must
be included by both HSA's ancLSHPDA's among the
considerations employed in their,reviews. Six of the
twelve are at least potentially relevant to medical
information systems. These are:, - .

-1. The-relationship of are system to the long range
development plan (if any) of the hospital.

2 The need that the hospital's patient population
has for such serviced.'

3. 'The availability of less costly or more effective
'alternatives. -

;

4. The immediate and long term financial feasibil-
ity of the proposal, as well the probable ini-,
pact on the costs and charges for providing
'health services by the hospital.

5. The availability of resources -(including health
manpower; management personnel, and funds
for capital and operating needi) and the availa-
bility of alternative uses for such resources. %

6. The special needs and circumstances of biomedi-
cal and behavioral research projects which are
designed to meet a national need..

-

Much of the balance of this book will, be devoted to
relating- these criteria to medical information sys- ,
tents.

P:L; 93 -641 quires HEW to issue national
guidelines which will include a wide range of goals
and standards to which HSA's are expected to give,
appropriate consideration. Standards have already
been published for general hospital's oceupancy
rates: obstetrical services, neon atal* special care
units; pediatric4inpatient .services, open heart sur-

t" gery, ,cardiac. Catheterization, radiation _therapy,
"CAT" scanners and eed-stage renal ;disease. No
standard has, however, been published for medical
information systemsr, and informed "Opinion

t

HEW suggests 'that- no such standard will be pub-
lished in the foreseeable future.

Thus, armed with the minimum considerations
outlined above, it is necessary for each HSA, and
SH,PDA to develop and adopt. such criteria for
medical information system review that they deem
appropriate, following an open process involving a
period foOublic comment.

There i g no mandate (beyond common sense), re-
quiring HSA's any SHPDA's to coordinate their cri--
leria development. Applicant hospitals should,
therefore, verify that their proposals will be re-
viewed against the same criteria at the local and
state levels.

IISA's and SHPDA's are required to provide due
process and publish application requirements/
notification of reviews, notification of decisions,
hearing oppOrtunities and hearing appeal processes.
Following determination ,tkat an. application- Is
complete and the required notification ofinterested
parties anclt14 public accomplished,e actual re- 4
view is to be completed within 90 days. Because of
variations among the states anOte many HSA's,
hospitals should seek (tied& g-iiidance from their
cognizant HSA on applicwionsprocedures:'

While it is up to each state to develop its own set
d sanctions 'for failtiie to secure,,a required certifi-
cate-of-need, HEW iirust be satisfied that they are

4, -adequate to 'prevent such failtire. HEW has sug-
gested denial or 'revocation of the litispitars license,.
civil or Criminal penalties, injunctive ',relief.
Withholding of reimbursement of expense for the
capital expenditure in question is not consideredan
adequate sanction by HEW..

4f 4

,SectIon1122,review

Lack of adequate sanctions in the previously inau-
gurated capital expenditure review provision of Sec-
tion 1122 of the Soiel Security Act was a inatar
factor leading to entment of the certifiateof-
need processes of P.L. 93-641 two years later. Sanc-

-lions under the 1972 law were limited to withhold-
ThIg..of_thatportion of the hospital's reimbursernent

for patient care under Titles V, XVIII and X-IX
(Child Health, Medicare and Medicaid respectively)
of the Social SecuritylAct attrutable to deprecia-
tion, interest and for proprietary h6spitals, return
on equity capital. For many hospitals, this sanction
has proved ineffectual as a deterrent.

Under Section 1122, states can enter into a. con-.,
tractual relationship with HEW to undertake review

1
rs
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of capital expenditves on the basis of need. The
subsequent enactmthit of P.L. 93 -641 with its cey-
tificate-of-rleed requirement has not automatically
ended the previous program but does require that
the SHPDA administer the states 1122 program if
an agreement with j-1EW is in effect.

This apparent duplication has been perpetuated
by a number of considerations. Some states have not
yet passed legislation creating a certificate-of-need .
program acceptable to HEW. HEW. has more con-
trol via contract over the specjeprovisions for 1122*
review. Where a division exists within a' state be-
tween the executive, and legislative branches; the
.executive may be able to enter into the necessary

122.-contract with HEW but be unable to secure
the legislationrequired for certifleateigneed. It is
likely (hat Sercti-1122 will gradually atrophy; de-
pending on the action That HEW takes against states,
which hive not essablished an approved certificate-
of-need program by the required date.

Appropriateness review

P.L. 93-641 requires HSA's to review all existing
institutional health services in its area at least every
five years and nd make recommendations concerning

ithe "app priateRess" of . those servs to the
SHPDA. HEW has chosen to require only area-wide

. appropriateneS,soreviews, not reviews of individual

institutions. Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude
that existing medical information systems will not
be affected. It is conceivable that note could be tak-
en of shareji systems (or the lack of them) in an
area-wide review but this seems unlikely. The ap-
propriateness reviet% concept,. in fact, seems 'quite
weak and of questionable efficacy! It represents a
"watered down' stkbstitute for an original concept
of requiring periodic recertification of facilities

,which was discarded by the Congress because of
likely adverse effect on outstanding debt and capital
markets for health care institutions:

44.

Control of federal funds

Title XVI Of P.L. 934-641 provides for allotments,
loans, loan' guarantees and interest .subsidies for
modernization of medical facilities, construction of
new outpatient and inpatient medical facilities and
conversion of existing medical facilities for new
health services. This Tide is essentially the lineal de-
scehtlent of the-old Hill-Burton program.

Responsibility is placed on the SHPDA for review-
ind prioritization of projects proposed for support.
It is possible that a medical information system
might be inchided as part of such a Troject; how-
ever, the criteria are sufficiently limited as re the
appropriated funds to make this a rather unusual
occurrence. -,
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Current certificateof-need
, application deficiencies

CHAPTER 3

All Health Systems Agencies were surveyed for
inforrriation concerning their procedures and hospi-
tal information systetn projects they have reviewed.
Responses were received from more than-half. The
nature and content° of these response? were. highly
variable so that no precise quantitative measure-
ment of.hospital information system review activity
was possible. Seventy-four hospital information sys-
tem project reviews were identified by this process.

. -These ranged from notice of intent to submit Cer-
tificate-of-Need applications through the various
'stages of review to comftleted reviews. Again, the
extent of information concerning these applications
was highly variable, ranging from copies of the Cer-
tificate-of-Need application to brief line items ap-
pearing in HSA newsletters.

Despite the difficultiei of qtiantificationithese re-
si)onses from more than half of the MA's in the
United States make it possible to draw certain con-
clusions concerning project application deficiencies
for hospital information systems. Since it is the pur-

se of this guidebook to provide, some helpful
benchmarks' for use by Health System Agencies, as

ell as peti ioning hospitals, it is useful to identify
a b discuss these deficiencies.

Failure to submit application
. .

While it is difficult to assemble conclusive statistical
proof from the data available, it appears likeli`that
many -hospital information systems are 'being .ac:-
quired by hospitals without submission of Certifi-
cate-of-Need applications. In some cases, of course,
such' failures may be traced to the status of-state
legislation or HSA status. Other's, hpwever, are un-'
doubtedly attributable to lack of awareness on the
part of the hospital of the legal and regulatory re- -

confidential data furnished by a vendor that go sys-
tems of particular type were sold in 1978. Only
two of these systems appear among the 74 applica-
tions noted above., While it is possible, of course,
that the other 18 were all sold to hospitals under the
cognizance of HSA's not responding to the survey,
that possibility is considgted unlikely. Rather, since
hospital information systems typically involve no
expansion in beds, nor addition of new services, it is
possible that very often the:judgment is made that
no application is required. Such a conclusion is, of
course, invalid. Angsher explanation may be, that
such systems are frequently leased or rented; hence,
hospiials 'may (incorrectly) believe they are not sub-
ject to review.

Inappropriate data furnished

Most HSA's have published, usually in qtestion-
naire tiarm, standard data requirements for Certifi-
cate-of-Need applications. These data requirements
are usually designed toe; information relevant to
an expansion in bed capacity or hospital servicei>s
Nearly all of the data elements in the question-
naires are irrelevant to a hdspital information sys-
tem application. Conversely, data of interitt in such
a pplication is not normally apart of the required
data set. Therefore, the applications, while often
voluminous, are usually dominated by irrelevant
data, making it difficult, and in many eases impos-
sible, to make any reasonable assessment of the ap-
plication.

Nonhardware costs not considered

Hospital information systems typically consist of
equipment (terminals, computers, etc.), software'
.(computer programs and docinnentation); occu-

quirements. For example, the author is aware from& pancy costs (floor space and utilities), and . laborI .
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costs (analysis, programming, training and opera-
tions). Yet, often applications address only the
equipment costs, undoubtedly because they alone'
are seen as capital expenditures, bringing them
under the purview of-the Certificate-of-Need regu-
lations. From a project review standpoint, howeiler,
it is obvious that all costs associated with the system
must be considered in order to arrive at a rational
judgment on the applickion.

-Lack of hospital information system development
plan

As will be1discussed later, hospital information sys-
tems may be defined as serving the needs for both
individual departments and, on at least three pro-
gressively more sophisticated levels,' serving the
needs of the entire hospital. It is important that a
hospital havea rather clear master plan desciibing
its ultimate hospital information system objectives.
Then, each system acquisition step should be taken
in the context of that plan. Yet, rarely do Certifi-
cate-of-Need applications reflect the existence of
such a plan. t

Failure to consider relevant alternatives

As suggested above, hospital information systems
exist at both the departmental level and at progres-
sively More. sophisticated hospital-wide levels.
Applications typically fail to consider these alterna-
tives in terms of the immediate system acquisition.
objective, in addition to failure to relate it to an
overall plan. Given the immediately desired system
there is little evid6ce that hoipitals are aware of or
have considered even majority of the alternative
vendors or sources for such a system. Finally, these
systems may be acquired in several different ways,
having different cost And risk implications. Agin,
applications typically do not reflect a reness of
these alternatives, much less a reasoned co arison
and selectioi from among them.

Lack of line management involvement

Computers appear to be viewed as a technical sub-
jec best left to the data processing department.
Many of the applications reflect authorship by data
processing personnel, and indeed, not infrequently
seem to have been written for the hospital by hospi-
tal information system vendors, suggested by identi-
cal ,wording among several applications for the

samE system. Yet, such systems significantly impact
thework of affected hospital departments. Typical-
ly, however, thersis no evidence that t e managers
of these departments or the administrat rs of the in
stitution are strongly. involved in the ecision mak-
ing process, or have committed themselyes to realize
the-alleged benefits of the system to be acquired.

Absence of risk assessment

The risks associated with successful systfm imple
mentation and benefit realization vary sistantially
among The different kinds of systeins and methods
of acquiring them. Rarely do the 'applications
demonstrate awareness of these risks, much less
analyze them. Data processing in hospitals has been
far from a uniform success, most often because
hospitals have undertaken technical tasks of major/
complexity and difficulty which prove to be beyond
their managerial or technical resources. It seems es-

' sential that a careful assessment of the probable
chances of realizing the hospital's objectives be car-
ri a out in advance 9f a commitment.

Inappropriate finandial analysis

TyRicailly, the applications contain an assessment of
,costsaVings versus cost; often, these analyses are in-
appropriate and misleading. Failure to include all
cost elements is one major cautet failure to provide
any mechanism to translate' -potential benefits into
realized benefits is another.

Specious economic claims

Claimed economic benefits are often inappropriate.
frequently recurring claim, and one upon .which

the justificaiion for many system acquisitions, ap:
pears to rest, is that of colle&ion of "lost charges." A
substantial portion of hospital costs is reimbursed
on a coat, rather than charges basis. Clearly, "lost
charges" has no bearing on Medicare, Medicaid and
other cost reimbursement third party collections.
Further, even where substantial revenue is collected
based on charges, it is not in.the interest of the com-
munity to spend money to improve collections. If a
hospital is failing to bill 'for, say, p% of its services,
it will set its rates 5% higher to match total collec-.
tion with total costs. Some distortion will occur
among patienthills to the extent that "lost charges"
are not randoMly distributed. Procuring a medical

1b
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information system to improve charging precision
will increase the cost.of health care to the communi-
ty with no associated increase in ealth care delivery
productivity:: thus, collection of "lost charges"
shquld be.aummarily rejected as grounds for eco-
nomic justification.

These decpshcies create some doubt about the
quality of decision making by hospitals preparing
applications arid by HSA reviewers-. Much of the
balance of this guidebook will be devoted to avoid-
ing thise deficiencies. The goal is not tO criticize,
but to seek intelligent, rational decision making by
hospitalsdecisions that will provetO be in their
interest and. those of, the communities which they
serve-as well as meeting health planning reelatory
requirements.

o
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A certificateofneed checklist
CHAPTER 4

Introduction

Chapter 3 identified a, series of deficiencies com-
monly occurring in Certificate -of -Need applications
for medical information systems.. The remainder of
the book will be directed toward eliminating, or at
least minimizing, these deficiencies.

While there is no clear common denominator to
the deficiencies to avoid, undoubtedly a significant
cause is that the nature of medical information sys-
tems is somewhat at variance with usual subject of
CON review° which typically involves proposed
expansion of services. Therefore, the application
forMs are only partially relevant to the body ,of
information required for intelligent review.

Neither revision of existing forms nor creation of
new ones to serve the need for additional, relevant
information is advocated. Rather, use of a checklist
by the reviewer is suggested.

Uses for the checklist

The checklist, which is presented in the following
section is intended to serve th;.ee purposes. First, it
should serve to proyitle the reader with an overview
of the subjects which arc relevant to consideration
of a-,medical information system ieview. As such, it
is an outline of the remaining Chapters, although
not necessarily in sequence.

The second purpose of the checklist is to serve as
an agenda for preliminary meetings between .HSA
representatives and hospital representatives, Agree-
ment should be sought on which .thecklist items are
particularly crucial to the proposed system review so
that the subsequent application is responsive and a
timely review decision can be reached. Ideally, such
meetings should occur at the outset,of consideration
of acquiring a medical information syitem by the

a,

hospital because the goal is a good decision by the
hospital, not merely a "good review" by the HSA. °

Finally, the checklist should facilitate actual rest'
view of the submitted CON application by the HSA.
If the desired goal is achieved in the 'preliminary
meetings, the formal review should be routine. A
number of the issues are outtide of the usual CON
application form but these can easily be incor-
porated as suppleme,ntal information.

Medical information system review checklist

The checklist is designed forth general case, and
consequently, some judgment must be applied in its
application. Acquisition of a payroll system will not
require involvement by the medical staff. The skills
of the hospital data piocessing staff may be irrele-
vant if a vendoideveloped and operated system is to
be acquired.

Thus, in practice it might be useful to photocopy
the checklist and mark those items relevant to the
application under consideration. It is important to
foci* on the few critical issues most affecting the
likely outcome of the contemplated decision and not
permit them to be obsClired by copious irrelevant
information.

Many of the issues in the checklist are easy to
quantifr and evaluate. 'Others defy quantification
and !Say present difficulties to the reviewer in
evaluation (e.g., leadership and commitment of ad-
Ministration). Yet,-both the hospital and the review-
er Tun guard, against ignoring the more subjective
or quantitative factors. There is no correlation be-
tween east of quantification and importance.

A. Hospital De' velopment Plan and System Objec-
tives A

1. Hospital development plan (5 -10 years)
a. Mission .
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1) Inpatient or outpatient services (pri-
mary, secondary, tertiary)

2) Teaching programs (MD, RN, tech-
nologist, etc.) .

3) Research programs
b. Relationships

1) Merger
2) Shared ancillary facilities
3) Coordinated specialization
4) jeaching affiliations
5) Alternate organizational modalities

(HMO's, etc.)
6) Shared medical information systems

development/operations
e. Physical plant

1) Hospital additions or rearrange-
ments

2) Remote facilities
3) Multiple faCilities
4) Other automated ,systems or equip:

ment
d. Quantitative projections

1) Admissions
2) Occupancy
3) Length of stay
4) Ancillary outpatient visits
5) Clinic outpatient visits
6) Data specific to sizing selected

systems

B.' System Selection and Acquisition
1. , Objectives _ .

a. System category (hospital wide, depart-.
mental)

b. 'System level
c. Relationship to existing or future system

2. Selection team organization and partici-
pation

Administration ,

Data processing
c. Industrial engine ring
d. Nursing
e. Major department needs
f. Medical staff .

, 3. Alternative systems evaluated
a, Vendor and candidate systems ,(bench;

--marks and others)
b. itroposals

ireceived-

c. I-I spital visits (where, similarity to own
hospital, etc.)

4. Use of candidate systems by evaluators

4.A

/

e. Reference checking
1) 'Candidate system (all or many user

hospitals)
2)' Vendor (experience, integrity, fi-

nancial resources)
f. Evaluation procedure (factors, weight-

ing, scoring, etc.)
4. Acquisition alternatives

a. Approach selected
1) "Do-it-yourself" development
2) Packaged software
3) `Vendor installed
4) 'Vendor installed and operatedfa,

cilities management
5) Vendor installed and operat-

edservice
b. Risks

1) Is the hospital contractually paying
for input aroutput?

2) Responsibility° for mandatory
changes

3) Growth limitations
(a) Activity and servicessensitivity
analysis
(b) Higher level systems

C. Financing Alternatives
1. "Unbundled" cost elements
2. Cash purc
3. Vendor financing

a) Rental
b) Rental/purchase
c) Installment purchase
d) Finincialease

4. Third pariy financing
a. Unsecured loan .

b. Secured loan
c. Operating lease
d. Financial lease

D;, Personnel Requirements. (for selection, imple-
mentation, use/operations and benefit kaliza-
tiOn).
1. Administration.

a.. Leadership
b. Commitment

2. Data proseising
. a. Skills
b: Experience
c. Consultants

3. Industrial engineering

1 9 .



4. Nursing professional (RN, NP, LPN, NA)
and non-professional (clerks, etc.)

5. DepaWeent heads
6. Medical staff

'a. Leadershipofficers
b. Attending staff
c. House staff
d. Hospital-based (radiologists, patholo-

gists, etc.)
7. Intra-hospital relationships

a. Communications
b. Openness
c. Participative decision making
d. Board-administration relations
e. Medical staff administration relations
f. Infra- medical staff relations

-g. Management group relations
4. Administration nursing relations

E. Financial Feasibility
1. Assumptions .

a. System life
b. Inflation rate (by year and by cost and

savings element)
c. Installation schedule
4. Benefits realization schedule-
e. Financing method and cost

2. Costs (see Table 9-1 for more detailed
checklist)
1. Equipment
b. Facilities
c. Software
d. Maintenance
e.

,

42
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F.

f. Taxes and insurance
g. Training
h. Supplies
i. Management
j. Industrial engineering
k. Labor fringe benefits
Benefits (see Table, 9-2 for mere detailed
checklist)
a. 'Realizable labor savings
b. Supplies
c. Previous system costs
d. Interest costs
e. Capital facility costs

4: Risk
a. Critical variables

1) Identification
2) Range

b. Sensitivity analysis
5. Analysis .

a. Discounted cash flow return on invest-
ment method

b. Present value method
6. Analyzing partial systems
7. Relating financial costs to non-financial

benefits

Research Special Consideration
1. Materiality (predominant use patient care

veresearch)
2. Financial support
S. Marginal costs
4. Organizational control

Incremental development

S
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Assessing system alternative(
CHAPTER 5

Introduction

Chapter 2 noted the requirement established by
Public Law 93-641 that the HSA review process ex-

' plore "availability of less costly or more effective al-
ternatives."The purpose of this chapter is to pro-
vide a basis for such an exploration. To do so, this
chapter will outline a method for categorization,
provide some definitions, ,set forth a useful catcgori-

or ration system, and finally, provide a list of system
vendors. With this background, the reviewer should
be able too categorize 'a hospital application for a
medical information em under the review and

.determine whether' a least the major alternatives
3 ha* been identified and assessed.

- It

Categorizing systems.

Computer systems utilized in hdspitals range frOm
those intended for specialized computational put-

. poses, such as calculating radiation therapy dotes in
the radiology department, to comprehensive hospi-
tal-wide information system autom \ting much 'of

information processing associated with inpatient
,and outpatient careAccordingly, it is helpful to de-
velop a system or a 'methodology for _categorizing.
systems. These categories represent usetn1 labels for
communication, and, they' also. can be used as -
"building blocks" in constructing and assessing the
hospital, development plan (which will be discussed
in Chapter 7).

Any meaningful consideration of ,alternatives
must,beimade within the confines of a given cate-
-gory to permit like comparisons. Caution must be
.eicercised, however, in utilizing any categorization
system. The variation among systems it ahnost end-
les.s..1-lence, it is likely that no system will entirely fit
into a, single category. Instead,,the more usual cir'
cumstance is to find that a system predominately fit-

.14
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ting into one category will hatie certain features usu-
ally found in another 'category. Also, the asstimp-.
tion should not 'be made that systems which are as-
signed to tha..same category are equivalent. Indeed,
they are not. They will vary considerably in scope,
depth, and excellence of technical execution. thew
lipitations must constantly be borne in mind in any
discussion of system categories;

Some definitions.

Before p7oceeding further, it is uilset1 to provide
some bakie, definitions of computer , systems ter-
minolqgy for- reasieri lacking familiarity with the
computer field. It is useful to think' of a computer

''system as consisting of input/output devices, a proc:.
eisor-, a memory, and a set of programs. While com-
putersputers may create a age in the readat's mind Ot
complex mathe atical computations-(which indeed
is one of their functions), their more common appli-
cation in hospitals is for communicating-irtforma- 2

Lion from one point to another at the desired time
and in the desired lormat2Hundreds of lahWtoty
'test otters may 9,nsolidatedi for example, to
produat* 6:00 adit. laboratory specimeh pickupo:.,4
list. Computations may also be involved, but they*
rarely-are mcire complex than arithmetic computa-
tions, such as calculating a patieni's bill.,Therefore,
a medical information system is in reality.apo,iver-
ful communications system, rather than simply a.
super calculator.

Processing may be done.in either a batch mode or
a real time mode.wBatch mode" refers to,thecollec:
tion of a large group of similar transactions and
then processing them- at a given time in a single
bitch. "Real time processing" involve's. processing
each transaction as it occurs. EaCh mode of pio

.
c

.has its Otoper application. For. example,
computation of the hospital payroll, demands batch



processing, wile transmission of scat X-ray orders
from the emergency room to the radiology depart-
ment requires real time nocessing.

Another distinction among computer systems is
on-line versus off-line processing. "On-line" refers
to the direct connection between a user-Operated
input device and the processor. This may, for ex-
anhiple, be a keyboard terminal mired directly into
the computer. Off-line processing implies use of a_
document, for example, a payroll time card, which
is then physically transported to the computer' and,
translated into computer language by` keying 4t a
later time.

Equipment required is varied and consist; of the,.
computer, jncluding its processor and memory,,,,
input devices and output devices. Computers range
in size from so-called maxi-compUters filling large
rooms to bread box size mini-computers, to micro-
processors, the so-called "computer on a chip:
While important technital distinctions exist which
are beyond the technical scope of this book, no gen-
..eral conclusions An be drawn concerning the su-
periority of a given type or class of computer. Em-
phasis shOuld'he placed on what a system does and
how well it performs these tasks riather than on tftie
kind of computer it employs.

- iv,
The most common off-line input device is rohe key

pimch or *key tape machine by which manuallpie-
corded alpha numeric data is translated into' Ma-
chine-readable form ,by keystrokes. The keyboard...
terminal, equipped with a cathode ray'tube (CRT).
display, performs a similar function, and in adr:
tion, is tied on-line to the processor, elitiinating art'?
intermediary. fOrm of storage sUchas punched cards
or Punched paper tape or magnetic tape. Auto=
mated document reading is poA.ible by Ilse of mark

, sense readers of optic af character; recognition cif-
' vices. These are useful, for example, in reading lab-
oratory values that have been recorded .on forms by
technologists back info the medical information sys-
tem. Finally, the *gig pen, 'cornbined with a
cathode ray tube, i exteemely -powerfttr inputs
methoct, perrnitting selection from among displayed
alternates by simply pointing a pen-like device at
the desired word or phrase. This latter, device is
especially useful for personnel lacking typing
.Output from a computer may be so-called "hard
copy," printed documentswhich may be produced
at either a centralized printer in the 'computer fa:
sility, or on pr ters aced at *appropriate work
%Iles throtighour spital. 0T, output may be

.presented to the user via a cathode ray tube or tele-
vision -life display when no permanent record is re-
quired:

"Software" is used to describe instructions which
control the.(perfopnance of the "hardware:, (the
equipment) in a computer system. Computer equip-
inenf is analogous to a musical instrument, particu
larly an °automated one such as a player piano,
while software is analogous to the musical composi-
tion. While obviously the result is a function of both
components, it is not unreasonable to state that the
software component tends to be much more impor-
Jet in determining the ultimate performan,ce of a
systrn. 17

Narrowly defined, software consists of computer
programs. "Operating system" programs are those
which control the machine and its various devices,

.such 'as loading programs, running programs,
`printing, error checking, etc. "Application" pro-
grams ale those which cause thevmpure r system to
perform the function desired by ite user. A broader'
definition of software would also include System.

°
analysis; the is, the review of, say, the hospital 417
mining Pi-ocedures and recording these procedures.
in a precise structurea format, including all varia-
tions 'a`n_rioptions, which would then be translated
into apalicationslrogramoby the computer pro-
gramrrsof. This/brolder definition might also in-
dude *user education and user documentation, be-

:,
liarrse without these.tatter components, even a.well
sde/iined sysietn-may not be etfectively used. 4
:

.

Depktmental 'versus hos-pireTwide systems
,et

The first important categorization is to differentiate
between systems designed .to,.Support the needs of a

.
skogkhospital department versus systems that are
comprehensive, or hospital-wide in their intended

. - O

4:appliCafion., ,

:-A-triboalysis of-information processing functions
withinfthe hospital reveals that within each depart-
ment a portiOn of the tasks are entirely internal to

,the department, but another significant portion re
quires interacon with other department's or acce
to common data such as admission lists, bedassign-
Merits,' etc. Further analysis makes it apparent that
there are also interactive effects betiveen depart-

`ments. Fog example,.a radiology Order written by a
physician for an upper GI series implicitly affects.
the., dietary department because of the need for
Nithholding breakfast from the patient. Certain

. .



medication. orders may affect test results in a clin-
ical I aboratory. Countless,other examples will, occur
to the reader. Although a hospital is conveniently

-.4* organized into departments for management pur
poses, an analysis of the informatiAn required. for
the effective care of patients and Imanigement of
the institution isoon suggests that the whole is'much
more than the sum of the ;arts. This leads to' the
conclusion that the optimum application of info'',
mation systems technology of the hospital is on a
comprehensiye, or hospital-wide basis..

One apprqach which may suggest itself to the

18
reader is to. install a series of departmental sys-
tems admitting, laboratory, pharmacy, radiology,
nursing, medical records, en., an then at some
appropriate point in the future tie these systems to-
gether into an integrated system. This is sometimes
referred to as the "modular approach." Unfor-
tunately, while it is an attractive concept, and looks
very good on planning charts, it has provenfin,prac-,,
tice to be difficult.and elusive. Tying computer sys-
tems together is nqt a simple task, particidarly if the,
systems' were designed afid developed independent-
ly. ACcess to .common film may prove to beta
problem. Operatiain the presence of failure in one
or more of the systems and subsequent recovery fol.'
loving repair represents another difficult problem.
,In general,' then,. the modular building block ap-
proach should be viewed with some skespticism. It
can be safelyeacIppted by a hospital only, when that
hospital can find a previously successful imple-

, mentation and integration of .the specific depart-
mental systems under,conside'ration which it can
emulate: The risks of undertaking it on any other
basis are not insignificant.

Because of these difficulties., a hospital is usually*
best advised to carefully plan a hospital -wide system
before acquisition of any departmental systems. For
a more modest beginning, it may be possible to ac-
quire components of a desired hospital-wide system,
but thehospital should iassure itself that it can add
additional capability at a later date by...directlyy. ob-
serving the more complete system in satisfactory
operation in other hospitals. Claims that dissimilar
systems can _he tied together or "interfaced" should
also be verii114 by observation.

At ,east two common exceptions exist to the gen-
era ---phifosophy just -outlined, where departmental ,
systems may represent, an appropriate approach.
These are in the business office and in the clinical
laboratory. Both of these deptirtments have excep-
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tionalty hey internal data processing require-
ments, and very well developed systems Acist to satis-
fy these requirements. Satisfactory interfacing to'
hospital wide systems has been demonstrated, al-
though the task N much more difficult` n the case of

-the clinical laboratory system than in the case of the
businesssoffice system wherecinterfacng can be, if
necessary, performed off-line without significant
compromise to overall capability.

The business office system was, in fact, the first
major.] application of computer technoloOto, hos-
pitals, and was in large measure a consequence of
the reporting requirenients resulting from the Medi-
care/Medicaid. Amendments, to the Soci 1 S curitY
Act bf 1965. A recent survey found that 93% f the
hospitals surveyed were using computers in t eir
business offices. Typical function's which are includ-
ed in business or financial management systems
patient billing, accounts receivable, payr. I and
personnel, accounts payable, general ledger, and
inventory control.

Exaniples of other St partmental systems may be
identified such aspharmacy and.radiVogy systems,'
hilt these are at least an order of magnitude less
common than laboratory or business officessystems.

s

Benchmark systems

In discussing each category or system it, is useful to
identify several "benchmark" vendors. The purpose
is to provide a practical test for use by the reviewer
in determining whether a reasonable assessment of
alternatives was made by the hospital. These bench-
mark systems are 'chosen from the most wid m-
.ployed in thy fietcr in their category, and h , it
would be reasonable to infer that any assessment of
alternatives carried out by a hospi I which did not
include one or both of them ou d be incomplete,
just a4 we would be skeptic of any aim that a rea-
sonable assessment of automobile alternatives had
been made which failed to includeGeheral Motors
or Ford. It is not suggested that thesk systems should
necessarily be the system of choice for the hospital.
No such evaluation has been made to support this
conclusion. To reiterate, no endorsement of the
benchmark systems should be inferred; they.are in-
cluded solely as a measure of the extent to which al-
ternatives were considered in a CON application.

The benchmark business office systems are those
offered by Shared Medical Systems and the McDori-
nell Automation Cbmpany. These systems are ,pro-
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vided as s4rvices" (a methodof acquisition dis-
cussed in the next chal;ster) and are utilized in hun-
dreds of hospitals throughout the Ufiited States.

Clinical laboratory systems came into use only a
few years after business office systems. These sys-
tems 'begin with laboratory test requisitions and
,generate speimen logs, specimen pickup sheets,'
work sheets, load. lists, laboratory reports, quality
control reports, test logs, etc. While less perv.a,sive
than business office systems, they have been ac-'
quired by hundreds of hospitals over the past dec-
ade. -

No inclependeni,studies are known. to theauthor
which document their cost effectiveness; however,
most hoipitals which have installed therh have.t
claimed savinks offsetting their cost. Since labora-
tory tests tyRic111y4rRw at a rate of 15% per year or
more, many laboratories have argued that these sys-

"teips have permitted accoMpIttm\ent of thiscontin;
ually increasing workload with less than a propor-
tional growth in laboratory work force. Qualitylm-
provements have been reported, both in the reduc'
tion of errors and in speeding the availability of lab-

.
oratory test results to clinicians.

Benchmark systems in the laboratory area arc.
those developed by Commtrlity Health Computing
and by Technicon T & T Corporation, particularly
the LDM-8000 system.

Hospitalwide systems

The hospital-wide systems are typically oh-line,
real-time systems utilizing some type of cathode ray
tube terminal at each-major work site, often in-
clude printers at these work sites. A-Ccorcti3gly, these
systems appear similar to they casual observer, at
least at a superficial level. They vary significantly,
however, in cost, performance, and growth poten-
tial. The least sophisticated and capable of these '
systems will represent an investment measured in a
few hundred thousand dollars while the most exten-
sive will require it estnient of many millions of dol-
Lars. Therefore, it is in this area the HSA reviewer
must particularly focus attention.. . .

It is convenient to categorize the hospital-wide
systems into categories or levels levrOs 1, 2, .
and 3. As noted earlier, any categorczationtystem is
somewhat blurred in actual ust;as system developers
cross category boi;daries. Nevertheless, this three
level categorization system is quite useful.

tevelyiterns are the least expensive and least
capable systems available tOThehospital. They are

sometimes called "data collection" or "char-14- col-
lection" systems., These systems place input ter-I
minals in admitting, at the nursing stations; and in
the principal ancillary departments. Output print-
ers are located in at least the major ancillaries such
as laboratory, pharmacy, and radiology.

Level I systems perform two basic functions.
First, they are used for message -commthication.
Patieift admissions data is entered via a terffiliPial in
the admitting office, and the admitting notice will
print out at the appropriate nursing station,, and in
the ancillary departments. Physician orders_ kre
transcribed from the order sheet by a terminal oper-
ator (usually11hit clerk) through a Iceyboltd ter-
minal and will print out in the appropriate ancillary
department. For example, a laboratory-order typed
into the nursing station terminal will print out on
the laboratory printer.

The proCessing capability-of the system is utilized
toformat these messages as de4ired. For example, a
laboratory order may bet pririted as /la combinaiidn
specimen label and work sheet. A computer record
is bade pf all orders transmitted by the system
during the 24-hour day. At mid t, or hersome
designated cutoff time, this computer records en
fed into the hospital business office systerri. T us,
charge collection is performed in addition to mes-
sage communication.

Level 1 systems typically possess three common
characteristics. First, their storage capability is lim-
ited to a single day. After messages have been trans-
mitted from the point of origin to clestinatjen, only
the charge record is stored and that record iserased
following transfer to the business office system.
Thus, there is,no capability tp review medictorders
in effect on a patient over a few days or his entire
stay; or to review laboratory or other results from
previous days. Second, terminal input is character-
istically performed by keyboard selection, from
among choices stored external to the 'system. For
example, laboratory tests performed by the hos-
pital's laboratory may be listed in a Kardex or in a
printed directory withdappropriate codes. The ter-
minal operator looks up the desired tests and enters
the approprtite code through the terminal. This
method of entry reduces storage re4uirements in the
system, and of course, contributes to lower cost blt
is rather slow and reqUires special operator skills.
The third characteristic of .level 1 systems is that
their use is alniost variably restricted to non-pro-
fessiorial, clericaliersonnel. This follows both from
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their limited functions, largely message com-
munications, and their ather tedious methods of
input which are unlikely to be acceptable to a busy
professionk

An eva4iatidn is presently undelyiy at tjte Uni-
versity of Southern California of 16e1 -1 systems un-
der a grant from the National Center for Health
Services Research. This evalitatiOn will endeavor to
measure cost effec iveness of these systems. Since
economic justificati I for. these systems sometimes
depends_ on capture or "lost charges,'" cart must be
exercisedexercised in analyzing their economic impact.

20 Careful '1 review of these systems should also in-in-
clude consideration of their suitability for upgrad-
ing into leve 2 and 3 systems. Because of thelimita-
tiOns of both the 'terminals and the processors used
in level 1 systems, it is not clear whether such up-
grading can be achieved, and no good examples of
successful upgrade are known to the writer. This
question of technical upgrade ability is also a.sitb-
ject of the Southern California grant noted above.

Because of their low cost and limited impact on
the medical' staff, level 1 systems have found tee
widesrapplication among the hospital-wide systems.
Suggested benchmark: systems are the Huff,
Barrington and Owens MedPro system and she
McDonnell Automation Compeny'il-IDC system.

Level 2 systems differ from level 1 by removing
two of the basic constraints associated with leyel 1.
Level 2 systems contain adequate storage capability
to maintain data on..all active inpatients as well.
Therefore, datakovering any part or all of the pa-
tient's stay in the hospital may be retrievecifroin any
terminol in the system. This added storage Capabit-
ity greatly expands the useful applications. Fpr
example, tomorrow's radiology workfoad may be
examined and 'cumulative laboratory test 'reports on
a-patient maybe produced.

Selong, lezel 2 system; typically store within the
system the array of choices which may be made by
the terminal operator, in contrast to level 1, where
the array of choices, is stored in some externally
printed form. For example, all drugs contained in
the hospital formulary= could be displayed oh the

. ..
screen, permitting the operator:4p select the one
corresponding:to' the drug order written by the
physician on the medication,sheet in the Chart.

kike level I ,&tems, level 2 Systems are designed
for use by terminal operators rather than medical
professionals, Therefore, terminal entry techniques
may involve special( skills such as. typing or use of

...**

da)a codes. Even where light pen or touch terminals
not requiring typing skills .are used, level 2 system
displays are organized for efficient use by non-med-
ically trained clerical personnel. This means, of
course, that each terminal in the hospital must be
supplied with an appropriately trained ojerator on

*each shift-in which it is anticipated that the ter-
minal will be in use. This termin.al operations func-
tioncan ,be combined with other duties uch as in-
cluding it among the tasks -of-the .unit s crctary. at
the nursing station. There is, nevertheless, a funda-
mental requirement to traii-sinis all information
from physicians, nurses and other professionals
trough intermediiries which ha;adverse cost im-
plications. This also creates quality limitations aris-
ing from the necessity of transmitting proftssional
information through non-pfofessionally trained in-
termediaries. Since informatiorgenerated by pro-
fessiorrals cannot Uniformly be relied,..upon to be leg-
ible, complete and unambiguous, interpretation by
intermediaries is not Without Fisk. This use of inter-
mediarid also, of course, constrainwhe potential
functions that this system can perform. Certain

. functions are simply impractical if an intermediary
must be relied, upon.. Certain 'benefits .v4ich
uniquely arise from the professiOnal interacting.
with the dath contained in the systetn concerning a
patient tie also precluded.

Level 2 systerhs result in reduced errors and great-,
er timeliness. in the delivery of carciesults. Produc:
tivity gains occur, but they are t6 some extent pffset
by the cost of intermediaries. An inclividUal hospital
assessment, which we will describe in Chapter 9,
will jbe required to make a reasonable estimate of
cost, effectiveness, The benchmark systems sug-
gested asrepresentitive of level 2 ate those offered*
by Natiknalpata Communications and Datacare.

Level 3 systems represent the most ambitious and
far-reaching comprehensive medical informatioh
systems. They differ fr6m level 2 systems in that they
are designed for direct Use by physicians,. nurses,
and other health care professionals. They are de-

\ signed on the premise that most activity in a hos-
pital stems from physicians' orders and is ultimately

. aimed at functions performed for the patient or re-
sulting in information whiCh is returned to the
physician for use in further decision making. SinCe
an important subset of this same clinical informa-
tion is utilized by nurses in carrying out Physicians'
instructions and making clinical observations,.
direct use by nurses is also emphasized. 14-
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Level 3. systems combine high performance ter-.-.6-.
-)rainalg, With displays organized in natural ancrlog-

Ica! medical 'language with whicH physicians and
nurses can commuhicate as fast or faster thap they
could previously with handwriting :in traditional 4,

manual information processing. It has also been.
found necessary to achieve this .communication fa-
cility witlismly the most minimal. training in order
to achieve-acceptance. .

. .
The level 3 system thus eliminates intermediaries

in medical communications., Further, by placing
the physician and nurse in direct interaction with
the system, additinal system functions are now

y possible. The level 3 system thus has the im-
pact on altering the mannep in which care is deliv-

i-ered in a hpspital. Because:trof the additional .

terminal cipallility required, as well as a grEater
number of functions now performed, level 3 systems
are the most expensive of the hospital -wide systems:
COnversely, ftwever, their' benefits may be antici- I

. pated .0 be the greatest.
° N-, .tr'A level 3 system has been extensively stddied in a

National Center for-Health ser;ices lqsearch spon-
sored eight year study of the Technieon
eorrnation System installed lattstl Camino Hospital,
Mountain View; California. This study had- been
carried out under contract by both the libspital:it-
self and by ,the Vattelles CoiuMbus Laboratories.
Significant patient care beneas have been'reporred
as rellecteci# by greate accuracy, 'timeliness and
complete,ness. Ecorlorni have indicated pro-
ductivity gaing*,apprc4mating the 'cost 'Of die

-tem. Given the incentive structure winch exists in a
hospital Corrimuniiy under present legislation, this
evaluation could n81 determine if additional savings
beyond those necessary to pay for the svem and re-
Main'competitive in the local .hospital community
could be realited. The interested reader is referred
to the El igarnino and Battelle reports which are
cited in the bibliography (BarrEti et al, and Gall),

The Technic-on Medical Information System,
which v/at the subject of the aforementioned evaluit-
don studies, is a benchmark for level 3 systems'. A
second suggested benchmark is the Medicus Corpo-
ration 'Spectra System, which Was also designed for
direct professional use. .

-SystemselectIon
.

While a detaifed plan for systemaselection by the
hospital is not ihepurpo.se of this publication, but
rather was a.subject of an earlier book by the author

it+ b
0 '

(Medical hiformation Systems, Aspen Systems, .Ger-
mantown, Maryland, 1977) certain selection prin-
ciples are suggested .here. The: violation of these
princifles may give the hospital- executive or HSA
reviewer some cause for, concern:.

_ It will be suggested in the next chapter, in consid-
ering acquisition alternatirn, that most hospitals ,

are well advised to select from among the various
vendors of developed systems in contrast to under-
taking syttem development Within.the hospital. This-
implies the necessity-for

I

evaluation of vendor de-
,velopedsystems.

The first caveat in undervaking.such a selection is
to be certain that all importantly affected group pin,
the hospital are well represented. Just as, "mar is too
important to be left to the generals," medical infor-
mati9n 4ystems'are too important td be left 'to the
computer experts. Thereibre, the selection 'group
should include representation from administration-,
'Medical staff, nursing, clinical laboratory, phar- '

macy, radiology and theAiness office. The desig-
nated team should colleotiiiely. comprise a group in,
,whom the balance of thorganization dill hae con-
fience. As will be notedin a later chapter, the in-,
stallation of a comprehensive medical information
system in a hospital#is potentially a behaviorally
traumatic event. Participation of all affected per-
sonnel int decision making is of course, a proven
method of minimizing such trauma, Also, the
varied experience of the members of the aforemen-
tioned groups is required to make a reasonable
assessment. .

After organization of selection grorips, if a long-
term hospital development plan for medical infor-
rication systems does riot, already exist, construction
of such a plan should be the. first tail. of the selec
tion.group. Consideration should be given to.a long-
range plan which culminates in a level,' system to
avoid later encountering a cut de sac;- however,
whether such a goal is established or not, the long-
range flan should be developed in cordance with
the principles which will be discussed in Chapter 7.

'Then, on-site visits should be made to hospitals
employing systems representative of various stages
in the Yong -range plan. At a minimum, site visits
should be made to hospitals utilizing One, or'prefer-
ably both.. of the suggested berihmark systems.
Other systems in the category of intetest should also.
bervisited. Later in this chapter. we will piesenca
comprehensive st of systems. Specific suggestions
might Also b btained from the American HospitalV
Association. -3-

.
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In seriously examining a given system, visits,
should be made to at least two hospitals employing
the system. Particulai care should be exercised in
drawing conclusions at the hospital site where the
system was developed because of the singular by
produCts of the development process. The develop-
ment site hospitals will on one-hand have suffered
from the usually unavoidable trauma of develop-
ment error, and On the other hand, reflect pride in
"their" system. Where options exist, hospitals visited
should be those judged the most similar to the,
evaluating institution. Check lists should be drawn
up in advance' of visits to be sure that all relevant

'questions, are considered. Professional ,matchups
should be made; i.e., physicians with Physicians,
nurses with nurses, laboratory technologists with
laboratory technologists, etc.

An almost ideal method of evaluation is to ar-
range with the hospital possessing a system of in-
terest for personnel from the evaluating hospital to
work for several days in the' hospital.utilizing the sys-
tem. Much can be learned by physicians making-
roundswith other physicians using a system. A week
spent by a nurse working at a nursing station utiliz-
ing the system is infinitely more ,valuable than a 20-
-

minute tour. While such a significant investment of
time is undoubtedly practical, only for .in,-depth
evaluation of one or two :finalist" systems, it is

strongly suggested that idle considered. - -

A dangerous trap in system evaluation is consid-
eration of "features." The fact that a system claims
to have, say, an "adverse drug interaction system" is

-
almost meaningless unless an evaluation is..cairied
out on just how. the system' performs. Stated giffer-
ently,.the depth and so- phistication of performance
of a given functiomis much more important than
the: array of "features." Depth Can be rather easily
assessed by attemptingto handle a half -dozen or so
real patients' data with all the attendant "real
world" complications and exceptions' via the sys-
tems. ;'Shallow" systenfi will simply prove to be in-
capable ()i' handling the data effectively: This'maies
compariion charts a rather dangerous evaluation
tool when not backed up by onsite, itridepth
exploration of functions.

System vendors

Table 1 summarizes the offerings.of 1-58 vendors, as
of .1978. 'This table was constructed by David K.
Tao at Washington University School of Medicine,
St. Louis, under a grant from the National Center

t.

for Health Services Research) No implied endoise-
ment z1s,intended for any system contained in Table
1. Indeed, many of the,listed systems are unfamiliar
to the author. Nor, to reiterate, is any endorsement 1..
suggested for any of the benchmark systems identi-
fied- earlier. Since any listing of this kind becomes
rapidly dated, it is suggested that its use by hospitals
be supplemented by checking with the American
Hospital Association or other sources of current in"-
fort-nation. Table 2 contains vendor names and ad-
dresses. The tables and notes making up the rest of
this chapter are taken directly from. the Tao report.

Notes to table

(a) linplenientation type: F= Faciliiies Management:
I= In-House (on-site) computer system; S --Service
Bureau (off-site). Where blank, the information was not
obtainable from information supplied by the vendor. tFa-
cilities Management involves vendor"resporibility for
operation of the client's computer facilities. 7n-house sys-
tems may be installed by a vendor, but are subsequently
operated by the client's.staff. Service bureAis provide ac.-*
cess to processing on a computer located at the vendor's
site. In some cases, notably hospital "distributed process-
ing" systems, a minicomputer may'be installed at the hos-
pital, connected by telecommunications to a "host" com-

ter ara'rernote site. Vendors offering this arrangement
are considered both type "1" and type "S". ,

A

Numbeir of Clients: Clients either'currently using or
committed to using the vendor's medical applications
software, according to the vendor's estimate. An asterisk
() indicates that thee vendor Kovided names of some cli-
ents (and presumably would also do This for a prospective
customer). Where blank, information about number"of
clients was not given.

(c) Customizing: A rough indication of the answer to the
survey question: 'Approximately what percehtage of your

' software-development effort is spent in custom-tailoring
to meet individual requirements?" The codes: A= 51%
or more; B = 21% to 50%, C = 20%7 or less. Where
blank, the question i.tas not, answered.,Many vendors had
difficulty interpreting this question, especially in the

'cases of "profile-driven", or "parameterized" programs;
which allow users to tailor programs to their own situa-
tion, but do not involve extra custom programing by
the vendor.

(d) Billing/accounting: Actually includes all business
functions related to patients, such as accounts receivable,

Tao, David K. Compuier 4fiplicau-onsrn.;Wedrcrne survey of
Vendors. Washington UniverRy School of Medicine, $t. Long, Mo.
February, 1978..

..
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° Table 1.

Vendor

1 ApplicationEmphasis Area

No. ot clients '
Imp! Type la) Clinic Hospital Lab Pharm Other (note b) Customising le) 8/A (d) Algirrit (a) Scheil (I) Ancillary .MR(p) Other (h )

1 .
Abacus Data Systems 0 A . X X
Ablzott Diagnostics Division 1

...
X 32' C -,

1,licademic Computing Corp F,1 X X 8' B X X
Accucom Data Inc: S X . 20 _ C X X
ADP (Automatic Data Processing) S X k

, 50 C X XAdvanced Medical Systeins F, 1, S X X <,
. 22' . B . X .Xtt' Alex Riverbank Associates Ltd 1 X X B X X. All Type Systems Inc. 1 X X 9' - C . X i X

Amekss Colorrsite Corp. 1 X ). 3' C X XIAML International 1 X X 45' B X X
-Analytic Associates .. ,,,,:,', 4 X 3' A

Appalaciplan ComputerServices , ; 5, X 86 C X XArtronix, Inc. k 1, S X X 200 ,C X -
,

t BD klectrodyne . . 1 .., X Pe. 14' B '°
BD,Spear Medical SysteThs 1 X X .)( 41' C
BacData Med. Information Sys f- s .. X 300' C ..
Basic./Four Corporation 1 t X 4* C° X X:Beehive International ,. '` 1 l X 9' B P PiBlomedimtion Corp. 1, S X X X X 7' . B X
Burlington Data Processing : , ...., - P 1, S , X. 65' C X X.Burroughs Corp . * E, 1,'S i, X- X X ' X' 300' X X- Businestanformation'Sys., Inc ,, 1 X X 25' C X X

CCS(Compbter ConsUlting Svc)'..- et 5: X 125 C X X
C151(Computer Dynamicsinc)

e 1 X 30' B X X
CGR Medical Corp. .

1 X ' ... 1' X XCHART, Inc X 0 B. X XCHC(Community Health Comput.)' 1 X X 10' C
Clinic Servicei Corp S o. )( 1> 75 B X x`
Commercial Data Services ..1.. X 20' A X X
Commercial Data Systems . 1 P P.

-.Comps!, Medical Systems ,, ........ :........ X 12 . B X X
`-CompuCare, hi& ' X 2' X X

Computer Concepts & Svcs. Inc 1 X, 7' B X X
1CompUter Laboratory Services., .> ° X

t Computer Medical Corp. X . .. 200' Et .X X
Computer Sciences Corp. F, 1 0 P ' P
Conipuger Synergy F,1 X 1 r , 50 A X XCoulter Electronics 1 1 X . X 3* X X '
Creativp.Socio-Medlcs NS` . X X 250' A
CSM Medical Devices, t .; 11 X - X 1/4 ....____,- 30' C

X X

Cybenred Corp. -. 1 . X 37 r C ,

Q'Saf bbtiPanY
.

.,
1 X 2' - B X X

Datacare, Inc F, 1' X X X 3' X X
Data Service Agency Inc.- i S x 500' . C X- X
DATX ,

1 XII-- 4' X . X.

,
, Delalr Data Systems

f- .1 xX.
,

6" B X X
<71

.
to
us

e.

X
X -*

X

X X X a, b
X X X X

X X '
/ X

X
X

p
X X ° X u, x

X
X X

q. t
X X
X P ceg, Imv

X X X a, t
X
X X .X * a
X X P

X X e
P
X X X
P P X X

; X
X X
P P

P P
X X X

P X- . k a, i
P
X X
X X

P P P X
P P X a

X
X

X

X

a
P X a

X
X X

X X X
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Table 1. (Continued) 4

Vendor ca.

Emphasis , Application
Area .

4 No &clients
Imp, N40(0 Clinic Hospital Lab Phann Other (not?) Customizing (c) BIA (d) Atom t (e), Sched.(1) Ancillary AIR(g) OthMr(h)

Digital Equipment Corp. .. 1 X X X X

Diversified Computer ApplIc S X , lb. C X X X

DNA (Diversified Numeric Apps . ) 1 X' X X 30 '. B P X P X X a,i
Doctors Office'Comp. Svc. Inc, X 8 C X X X X X P

c
Edelman Systems Inc. . 1 X 75 X X X X

Employers insur. of Wausau, mssp S . X 175* B X X P P P P

Florida Software Services I- . 6 B' X, X X P X

General Electric Med. Sys. Div. ...., 1 X X '. _ ' R 50 C X , X X X X

Gamma Systems Services - 1 X, X 74 (+ X X X X

\General Automation Inc. 7 , I X 20 A - X X X X X, c, e, 1

General Computer Corp. P F, 1. X X X 11* 8 X X P X X a, i

Genetron, Inc. ,iX 6 C P X X X a
.4 'Hamlin, Williams & Associates .4 1 , X. X ' 4° ' A X X X X

HBO & Compaby , 1 X k 94* , A X X X X X a,1
Healthgatde Corporation , X X 50" 13 X X X 1

Health Care Computer Sys. Ltd. X 10 , B X X X
. .

.'
S

7*
Health Care Systems (NC) i 50 , C X X

Health CareSystems (MN) X 125* -- A X X X ) X -...

Health Control Corp . rdl X
-

X 26 B k X X X ' X , X a, i

' Health Manggement Cfrp . - X 10 . A X X X

Hewlett-Packard Co . 1 , X 200 C - X X c, e, m'

HMS Medical ServidO, ... .. s , . .4. 1, S X,. 100* B X ' X R X X a.1, p

Honeywell, Inc. 1 I
4

X X 400' C X , X

Hospital Computer Systems-Inc. F X 4 A X X P P X : , a **

Hospital Data Ctr. of Virginia S X X X 22 A B X * c, P X X .a, b, p, s

Hospital Financial Svcs. Inc. ' X 85 . C X X X *.

Huguelet Systems Corp. , X 61 B X X P PI
.B.M. Corporation a

1 X )(
. `1

X X Ix a, I

CS (Integ. Comm. Sys,-inc)* '1 X 51'4, B 'X'. , h
DS (Interpretive Data Sys.) , X X 15 X X -P a-
nformatic s, Inc. . 4.

1* C X , X'
nfoData Inc 50 B )(' ''. X . P P

ntellectron International Inc. X 650 C X X X, X

nteractive Systems Inc 1 X X X 12 c

By P X P X P a
nteractive Sys. & Mgmt. Corp. X 5 it P P .P

'
,Johnson Controls Inc. . * 1 ., X ,, h, k

Kaman Sciences Corp. S X. 25 A X X P -,f
KO n, Olien & West .. , ;' 13 'C X _ c:, X X X i'. ,

Larry Chlttenden & Associates 8. X . 3 C . X X

LCI (Laborktory Computing Inc.)* 1 X X 35 C " X

Lo'ckheed El ectr,o'nics Co. 1 . X 10 C X X X X
-01

Logic Systems Inc: ' .. F,1,S X _ 50 C X X. X X s

.--
.,-

M D (Medical Datamation) Corp. S' 250* C X X P

Management Systems'rech. Inc 1

S B
1 X 18 C A

X X X P P

30
Management Systems Inc. of -Amer.

MBS (Midwest Bus. Statlitics) X 1500 B X X X X

Ill114dielogy. ' ,e
-1 '
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McDonnell Automation Co F, 1,S X 3 400* X X X X a, ed
MCSI (Med. Computer Syst. Inc.) 1, S X ' -200* B X X X 4t'
MCS (Medical Computer Sciences) - 1 X 11*- A X X P P a, ed

MDC (Medical Data Consultants) ° . 7 B X X X X X f

M DI (Medical Dimension Inc ) S X 10 B X X X - X >a, i

MECA (Med. Comp. Applic. Corp.) , 1 --X 1* C P X P X X a
Medat ran .4, 1 X X B X X X

Medcomp Research Foundation , 4* A X X X X X

Medical Data Research '1 X 12* C X X P X , X

Medical Data Services (VA) , 9 1 X X 300* C X X P X P.

Medica) Data Services Inc. (TN) a C X X P X, P

Medical Data Systems (MI) 1 X 195* C . n

Medical Scientific Internat'l 4, X 4* B P X P . X' X X

Medicus!Spectra Medical Systems F, 1 X )( X 40* B X X X X' X a; d, i

Meditech. v 0 F,1,S X X X ,X 140* B X X X X X a, c,i,t
MectiMatic X 65 C X .
Medlab Company 1 -X X X .. 25* C X X X c,e,l,m
Medtek Data S X C, ' X X X
MedData Systems Inc 1 X 55* A X X X 0 P

MRI (Medical Resources Inc . ) S X . 15 A X X P P P P

MSA (Mgmt. Science America) X 50 C X , X 0

MCS (Management Systems Corp) F,1,8 'X 40* B X X P X a,i,p
Medical Data Syst. Corp. (OH) s 65 C X x° X X

1
F, 1 X X X 's 7* X X ,-X X X a, iNational Data Communications

NCR Corporation 1 X X 300* X X X X X a . 'a

NLT Computer Services Corp. , X ', 30 A X X P X X

Northrop Data Systems , 1 'X' ..x 75* B X X X -X

Northwest Data Systems X 1.217,07 C. X X i .

Occidental Computer Systems A X X 550* ' '.; C X X X ' X P. t

OmegaSysteMs
9,,

1 -, X - 5* ./ A X X P P X

Orion SystemS Corp: , 1 X 25* , C X .x , - .P X

P. L,Plarla Co. , X =, 4 . A -X X X
:,s-10f0.M (Professional Acct. Mach) 13* C X - Xs X X

Pelam, Inc ., 1 X Y7 X 8* C . ° f P P X
. Penlarriation Enterprises F, S N 40* B ' :,X '-'. X P X

Phone 4-Gram System S X X 1500* , C
PHS (Profeisional Hosp. Svc.) -' 1 X 50* X X
Professional Billing Corp. S X .. 54* C X X
Professional Business Services , X . 100* A ., X X
Professional Health Research X 500* C X' r
Professional Management Corp S X 225* A X X
Pursinger Cornpany , EL.,-,,,,,,.,...).;.... ,,C9i...,... X X -',' ,X,',

Quanta Syttems Corp, (Med equip) 1 X X ' 12 8 -' X . P X X a, i
Rapid Medical Services . X ' X 7. C X ; 4, X X X. X X ,

,
- Roche Medical Electronics Inc X .B' X"

..: .. ' . '''.,-..

S-Tek CoMputer Seryice Inc. - 1,s X , 4* C X'... X. P X P ..

Sal *coal, Inc
SAI (Sinsterne Aisociates Inc.)

, S
F, 1

,-....)5
X

10 70* "-, C
50*

.,,,
B X X

X X 'et
. a, i,,p

..4

a.
SDC (Science Dynamics Corp.) . S X 260' A , X X X X P

- . SOX Med. Computer Services.Corpa . , X -' X 50' C X X X 1

Searle Medidata 45' ,B s
Shared Medical Systems Corp , 1., S X X X. 400* It X X . 61,1

i.,--:

P
P

-s
a,.1

e

-cc 3.3

0 .
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patient billing, and insuran claims. Payroll, accounts
payable, 'fixed assets management, and general ledger
are not included as medical applications, since they do
not relate to patients. "X" in a box indicates that the ap-
plication is currently marketed. "P" indicates that it is - .

plamied for release within the next 12 months (after the
time of response, typically Summer 1977$

(e) Management reporting and statistics: In most cases,
these ate produced as a byproduct of billing/accounting. .

(f) Scheduling of patient appointments..S.
(g) Ancillary: Ancillary applications cover such depart-
ments as Laboratory, Pharmacy, and Radiology. The
next column, MR (MEDICAL RECORDS) includes med-
ical record summaries., histories, progress notes, medical
andest data, orders, etc. Since ancillary results eventual-
ly become part of a medical record, the distinction is oc-
casionally unclear. Some vendors may have included
Ancillary in their response, even if this meant' only the
capture of charges from these departments for billing/ac-
counting purposes. Vendors with more highly develoged
ancillary applications are, noted under the EMPHASIS
ColuMns for LAB and PHARM. MR applications varied
considerably in the amoUfttof data gathered: from med-
ical records indexing (i.e. patient identification, with al-
most no medical information), to retrospective medical
abstracts of. the PAS-MAP type, to records-created and
retrieved concurrent with a patient's stay or visit. In gen-
eral, few vendors gave evidence of maintaining large por-
tions of a patient's total medical record on computer. -

(h) OTHER: The letters in this column refer to the fol-
lowing applications. The 'number of vendors naming
each application is given in parenthesei. .

a Admissions, discharge, transfer, c4sus(38)
b Blood Bank records (2)
c Catheterization Lab (5)
d Dietary planning (3)
e EKG analysis (9)
fInktion control (2)
gB1 ,0at gas analysis (1)
h 7 CommuniCations messagesezpaging (1)
i Inventory, materials manaiernent(23)
lcBuilding environmental control (1)
1Pulmonary function tes.
ni Physiological monitoring (4)
n Nuclear Mecjicine (3)
.p =Preventive maintenance (5):.;
rResearct (1)
s Muliiphasic screening,(6)
tTumoriregistry (3)
u-rConipirterIzed tomography (2) _.

. ventricular volume (1)
xRadiatiouttreatmentplanning (1)

.34
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Unspecified other, available
P Unspecified other, planned

k
Note that since tlif survey was not desired specifically to
capture data on then "other" applications, particularly
highly specialized ones such as computerized tomogra-
phy, it is likely that the results are less complete for these
than for the applications in the previous five columns.

The table gives totals for each column for ail vendors.
When the vendors specializing in hospitals (i.e: not ori-
entead toward clinics) are separated from the vendors spe-

't, r
Table 2 Vendor addresses, telephones, and contacts

Medicalinform*ation system vendors:

ticillizing in clinics, ats following diffetelices are ap-
parent; . - -41";

1. Hospitals are ingre 4i y to use in-house implcmenta..
tions. Clinicxafe more li e y to use service bureaus.

2. Hpspitals place more emphasis on automating ancil-
lary, medical records, and "other" applications; clinics
place more emphasis on financial and 'managetial ap-
plications. . .

.
3. Vendors specializing in clinics average about twice as
many clients as vendors specializiogpin hospitals. °

4
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ABACUS DATA SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 2121
Modesto,'CA 95354
(209) 521-6287
K.lwahashi, Owner

ABBOTT DIAGNOSTICS DIVISION
820 Mission
So. Pasadena, CA 91030
(213) 4411171
M. MacGillivray, Product Man,ager

ACADEMY COMPUTING CORP.
2602 N.W. Expwy.
Suite 120
The Oil Center
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
(405) 840-2791 t.

J. Sherbum, Ph.D., President

ACCUCOM DATA INC.
P.O. BOX,2310
Napa,CA 94558
(707) 252-08(0
D. M. Halcrow, Predident

ADP (AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING)
8760 Manchester
Brentwood, MO 63144
(314) 968-3000
L. Miner, Div. VP Sales .

ADVANCED MEDICAL SYSTEMS
Div. of LHJ Systems Inc.
130 E. 59th Street 1
New York, NY 10022
(212) 4864730
T. H. Ellson, Director Marketing,

ALEX RIVERBANK ASSOCIATES LTD.
Medical Seivices Division
P.O. Box 324 it
Leola, PA 17540
(717) 299-1214
F. Frough, VP

ALL TYPE SYSTEMS INC.
7515 Pearl Road
Cleveland, OH 44130
(216) 234-6500
W. A. Weiland, Systems Analyst

AMES COLOR FILE CORP.
12 Park Street.
Somerville, MA 02143
(817) 776-1142 .
S. Garelick, Communic. Mgr.

AML INTERNATIONAL
2721 N. Central Avenue.

-Suite 700
Phoenix, AZ 85004
(602) 263-6501
L. J. Baker, Communic;

ANALYTIC ASSOCIATES
'P.O. Box 58251
Houston, TX 77058
(713) 481-9242
.1. P. Srriith, Pres.

APPALACHIAN COMPUTER SERVICES
, P.O. Box 146.
I Highway 229

London, Kt 0741 e.
(606) 864-4131
D. Stivers, Dir. Cust. Svc.

ARTRONIX
1314 Hanley Indust. Ct.
St. Louis, MO 63144.
(314) 968-4743
N. Smith, Mktg. Svcs. Mgr.,

B-D ELECTRODYNE
Providence- Highway,
Route 1
Shafon, MA 02067
(617) 828-9080 -
J. M. Arnold, Dir. Mktg. Supp.0e44,r;wat.

BP SPEAR MEDICAL SYSTEMS
123 Secbrid Avenue
Waltham, MA 02151
(617) 890-4800
J. E. Stohlberg, Mgr. Sales Adm.

BAC-DATA MEDICAL 11IFORIOATI
SYSTEMS .

120 Brighton Rd.
Clifton, NJ 37012
(201) 471-75242.
V. J. Dedea, Salts Mgr.

BKSIC/FOUR COMPUTER CORP.,-
18552 MacArthur Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92714
(714)833-9350
G. B. Vincent, Indus.,Mgr. Med.

BEEHIVE INT'L
4910 Amelia Earhart Dri

A Salt Lake City, UT 84125.
L. J. Nielson, Med..Syst. Meager

BIOMEDIMATION CORP.
200 West Monroe Street v
Suite 1110
Chicago, IL 60606

6 (312) 782-2021
v

A. J.. Perman, Director Marketing

IjURLINGTON DATA PROCESSING
164 College Street
Builington, VT 054019
(802)658-2644
R. E. Tarrant, resident

BURROUGHS CORP.
Burroughs Place .

vieDetroit, MI 48232
(313) 972-7000
J. E. Robertson, Accounting Manager

BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEMS,
v .

INC.
One Davis Blvd.
Suite 509 -

Tampa, fL 33606

'11

3 5

(813) 253-2796
M. L. Vierengel, Syit. Anal.

CCS (COMP. tONSULTING SERV. INC)
520 Dubuque Blvd., . *.
Ouboque, IA 52001
(319) 556-3131
D. S.,Mitchell, VP Mktg: ''

CDI (COMPUTER DYNAMICS INC.)
100 Hedenberger Rd,
Oakland, CA 94621
(415) 634-5800

CGR MEDICAL CORP.
2519 Wilkens Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21223
(3011'233-2300
G. A. Steer, Spet: Eqpip. Manager

* CHART INC.
.,20 Computer Drive West
Albany, NY 12305
$518) 458-7666
S. Springer, Dir. Mktg.

WC (COMMUNITY HEALTH COMPUT-
ING)
4242 Southwest Freeway
Suite 504
Houston, TX 770 -
(713) 960-1907
R. L. Craig, Head Tech. Marketing

27
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CLINIC SERVICES CORP.
300 Elampton, No. 222
Engle od, CO 80110
(303) 761-5080 .

D. Grow, Pres.

CO '91AL DATA SERVICES
2675 Cumberland Parkway
Suite 150
AtiantaGA 303039
(404) 433-1429
W. D. Helsel, VP Sales

,COMMERCIAL-DATA SYSTEMS
Hartford BtOg., Suite 110 k

7315 Frontage Road - .

Shawnee Mission, KS 66204
. (913) 384-4040
N. Norberg, VP Systems

COMPAS MEDICAL SYSTEMS INC..
P.o.sibx 2208 -
San Antonio, TX 78298
(512) 924-4427
N. R. Tapp, DireCtor Mktg. & Cons.

COMPUCARE; INC.
1970 Chain Bridge Rd.
Suite 602
McLean, VA 22101 .

(703) 821-8858 ; e.

R: V. Aprahamian, Pres.

COMPUTER CONCEPTS & SERVICES .

INC.
P.O. Box 1082
Si Cloud, MN 56301
(612) 253-2170
D. Brennan, VP

COMPUTER LABORATORY SERVICES
P.O. Box 6293

Dallas,TX 75222 °

(214) 358 -3631
C. MCLeori, Pres.

COMPUTER ME8ICAL CORP.
North 1430 Washington
Spokane, WA 99,201
(509) 326-4220
S; T. Hatch, VP

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP.
650N. Sepulveda
EPSegundo, CA 90045 .

(213) 678-0311
A. H. Olson, Director HD Info. Svcs.

COMPUTER SYNERGY 3
1939 Harrison St.
Suite 202
Oakland, CA 94612
(415) 444-3434
T. J. Culllgarr, Prey

COULTER ELECTRONICS
' 590 West 20th Street

Hialeah, FL 33010
(800) 327-6531
N.C. Honey, Comp. Grp. Sales Manager

CREATIVE SOCIO-MEDICS
Advanced Computer Techniques
437 MadisonMenue
New York, NY 10022
(212) 421-4688 . .

4-

- Table i(Cofiehued)

bsm MEDICAL DEVICES.
310 Memdrial Drive
°Suite 12

Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 661-3010
.K. S. Ledeen, Pres. \

CYBERMED CORP.
6800'Sierra Lane
Dublin, GSA 945q
(415) f129-0660
R. C. Burnham, pen. Mgr.'

D'SAR COMPANY
3 Nash Place
Stamford, CT 06906
(203) 324-6456 6

H. Disraelly, Pres.

I

d'ATACARE INC. - .
222 Walnut Avenue, S.W._
Roanoke, VA 24016
(703) 344-6605
E. W. Warsaw, Pres.

DATA,SERVICES AGENCY INC.
9 American Industrial
Hazelwood, MD 63043
(314) 878-6100 4_
G. J. Qepauw, VP

,DATX'
3038; °his:4 St.
Suite 1400
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 467-4678
L. Philipps, Chairman

DELNR DATA SYSTEMS
6025A N. 16th Street
Phcienix, AZ 85016
(602) 248-9106
W. E. Delair

'
Pies. ,...,

'DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.
200 Forest Street
Marldoro, MA 01752
(617) 41-9511 .

R. L.Alltz, Med. nro6. tine Mgr.

DIVERSIFIED COMPUTR
TIONSc
2425 E. Bayshore Road Des Pliines, IL 60018
Palo Alto, CA 94303 - (012) 296-3000 -
(415) 324.2523 . . D.M. Crean, Regional Mgr.
L W. Mindestron, Syst. Cons

. HEALTHGARDECORPORAItION
° DNA (DIVERSIFIED NUMERIC APPLI 124 N. Charles Lindbergh Drive .

9801 Logan Avenue So. , - Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Minneapolis, MN 55431 ' (8Q1) 364 -5800
(612) 887-5980

EMPLOYERS INSURANCE OF WA)).
SAU, MSSp °
2000 Weetwood Drive
Wausa'u, WI 54401
(715)%42 -6941
T. G.-Roovers, Mssd.

FLORIDA SOFTWARE SERVICES
P.O: Bo'x 2269
Altamont Spr., FL 82701
(305) 831-3001
R. Murrier Dir.

G. E. MEDICAL SYSTEMS pm:
Box 414 W506 '''`
Milwaukee, W1.53.201 0.

(414) 544-3329. .t,
J: E. Parkhurst, Prod. Sales Manager

GAMMA SYSTEM4SERVICES
1103 7th Avenue, N.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(813) 894-3640
F. W. Green, Pres.

GENERAL AUTOMATION INC.
p.O. Box 4883
Anaheim, CA 92803
(714) 778-4800
Mgrs Ind.,Mktg. & Sales.

;GENERAL COMPUTER CORP.
OW. Mgmt Pivisioh

360111ghland Ded .
Micedonia, OH 4'4056
(216) 467-0880
W. R. Trueman, Mgr. Suppt: Svcs.

GENETRON INC.
2685 United Lane
Elk Grove, IL 60007
(312) b95-1522-
J./M.1-Ieffern, Res.

HAMLIN, WILLIAMS &ASSOC.
1120 Falls-Blvd.
P40.13ox 3544
fvfeniphis, TN 38103
(901),,,526-3Q11

HBO.E. COMPANY-
2700.Rivpr Road
Suite 118

1

K. D. Lame, VP Mktg.

HEAUTII.i.CARE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
1.11).
Amerien Med.Affillates
Sulfe A-8
-Benj. Box Pivil.
Jenkintown, PA 19046
(215) 88607420

VP Mktg.

HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS
'200Atlas Strept k1 .

-Durham, NC 27705
(919) 286 -9313

, J. L. Whitford, Admin.

FL A. Fallat, VP

DOCTORS OFFICE COMPUTER Sk
INC.
307 South B Street
San Mateo, CA 94401
(415) 3484011
E. F: Nipmcewicz, Pres.

EDELMAN SYSTEMS INC."
107 Prdfessional Center
244 Peach Tree Blvd.
'Baton Rouge, LA 70806
(504) 387.-1441
J. Lindiih, Dir. Field Sales

I

.
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HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS
7301 Washington Ave. So.
Minneapolis, MN 55435
(612) 941-7360

(T. Eckers, Dir. Sales

HEALTH CONTROL CORP.
4835 LBJ Freeway
Suite 640
Dallas, TX 75234
(214) 661-7695

HEALTH MANAGEMENT CORP.
4335 Piedras olive, W. e

Smite 115
Lamar Bldg.
San Antonio, TX 78228
(512) 732-9961,

Table 2. (Continued)
IDS (INTERPRETIVE DATA SYSTEMS)
29 Harvard Street
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 566-6800
P. T. Ragon, Pres.

'! INFORMATICS, INC.
21050 Vanowen Street
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(213) 887-9121

Kupferman, Dir. Mkt. Acct.,Iv.

INFODATA INC.
24460 Telegraph Road

. Southfield, MI 48034
(313) 352-6755

, R. B. Delong, Pres.

1 INTELLECTRON INT'L INC.
HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.., , Medcobill System
Medical Electronics . 7650 Gloria Avenue
175 Wyman Street Van .Nuys, CA 91406
Waltham, MA 01824 ,x(2'1 3) 988-5670
(617) 690-6300 . 4., G. PrissrVP
D. Kelch Mktg. Commmunic. Manager4*'irt ,

1 - INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS INC.
HMS MEDICAL SERVICES
4333 Edgewood.Road, N.E.
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
(800)553-5988

'Raymond Fergus, VP Systems Ipfo.

f-IONEYW ELL, INC.
Med. Systems Center
Honeywell Plaza
Minneapolis, M14455408
(612) 870-6670
G. F. Braley, Mgr. Lab. Syst. Mktg.

;

HOSPITAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS,1NO.
766 Shrewsbury Avenue
Tinton Falls, NJ 07724
(201) 842-9200
J. J. Fahey, Pres. ,

HOSPITAL DATA CENTER OF VIR-
GINIA ;
962 Norfolk Square
Norfolk, VA 23455
(804)857-4551
D. S. Deckert, Pree:

HOSPITAL FINANCIAL SERVICES INC.
, 170 Newport Center Dr.

Suite 240
Newport Beach, CA 92660
1714) 759-0223
W. E. Nix, Pres.

HUGUELET SYSTEMS ORP.
6200 North Hiawatha
Chicago, IL 60646
(312) 736-9313 4

T.Y. Huguelet, Pres.

F.B.M. CORPORATION
-'Gen. Systems Div. r.
729/A07.81
P.O. Box 2150
Atlanta, GA 30301
(404) 231-5732
J. L. Harrison, Mkgt. Pgms. Health Ind.

ICS (INTEGRATED COMMUN. SYSTEM
INC.)

er- 1256 Soldiers Field Rd..-
BOston, MA 02135
(617) 787 -2800
S. J. Kaplan, VP

7

40 Poplareet
P.O. Box 1386
Scranton, PA 18501
(717) 344-7203
H. L. Rothstein, Pres.

INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS & MGT. COR-
,PORATION
1500 Cardinal Drive
Little Falls, NJ 07424
(20i);56-4512
A. Phillips: Pres.

JOHNSON CONTROLS INC,
507 E. Michigan Street
P.O. Box 423 "
Milwaukee, WI 53201 -
(414) 276-9200

-W. R. Pauere

KAMAN SCIENCES CORP. I;
1500 Garden of the Gods Rd.
Cold Springs, CO 80907
(303) 599-1581
F. L. MessersAnith, Dir. Mktg/Karma

KUHN, OLSEN,& WEST
7935 Calumet Avenue
Munster, IN 46321
(219) 836-1766
R. Zimmerman, Op. Mgr.

LARRY CHJTTENDEN 43. ASSOC.
P.O. Box 55111 ,

Seattle, WA 98155
(206) 364-8069
L. Chittenden, Owner '

.LCI (LAB COMPUTING, INC.)
3301 Kinsman BM.
P.01 Box 1763
Madison, WI 53701
(608) 241-415J
L. Guay, Tech, Specialist Mktg.

LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS CO.
U.S. Highway Route #22
Plainfield, NJ 07061
(201) 757-1600
A. Benner, GM

LOGIC SYSTEMS INC.
4100 Southwest Freeway
Houston, TX 77027
(Z13) 621-4051 °
D. L. Richardson, Pres.

M.D (MEDICAL DATAMATION CORP.)
Southwest & Harrison
Bellevue, OH 04811.- .
(419) 483-6060
W. R. Thompson, Dir. Mktg.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS INC. OF
AMERICA
1485 N.E. Expressway
Atlanta,IGA 30329
(404) 321-1444
R. E. Hakes, VP

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS TECHNO
OGY INC.
4801 West Peterson Ave.
Suite 311
Chicago, IL 60646
(312) 286-1050
L Calaman, Dir. Mktg.

MBS (MIDWEST. BUS. STATISTICS
INC.)
460 S. Northwest HighWay
Park Ridge, IL 60068
(312) 696-0220
S. Johansson, Mktg. Dir.

MCDONNELLDOUGLAS AUTOMATION
COMPANY
Hosp. Svcs. Division
Quad Bldg.
5775 Campus Pkwy
St. Louis, MO 63042
(314)` 232.-7333
Dir. Mktg.

MCSIED COMPUTER-SYSTEMS

8585 N. Stemmuns 'Freeway
Suite 100
Dallas, TX 75247
(21'4 -2600
Mgr. !lent Svcs.

29

MCS (MEDICAL COMPUTER
-

SCIENCES)
2400 West Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33540
(813) 581 -8712
R. J. Kelly, Vp

Kt (MED DATA CONSULTANTS)
1894 Commercenter West, Suite 302
San Bernardino, CA 92408
(714) 825-2683
Mktg. Dir.--

MDI (MEDICAL: DIMENSION INC.)
2020 North' Loop West
Houston, TX 77d18
(713) 688-8831
0. D. Frasier,

MEGA (MED. COMP. APPLIC,) CORP.
1910 N. Sedgwick St.
Chicago, IL 60614
(312) 7514'411
R. J. Blake, Jr.
VP Mkgt.

MEDATRAN
490 Post Street
Suite 617
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 421-3132
Ann MacNeill, Mgr.



MEDCOMP RESEARCH FOUNDATION
2400 Reading Rd.'
Cincinnati, OH 45202
(513) 721-3357
R. D. Wilbur, Pres.

MEDICAL DATA RESEARCH
1924 Cliff Valley Way
Atlanta, GA 30329
(404) 321' -3743
D. Donahoe

MEDICAL DATA SERVICES
110 SoUth 7th Street
Richmond, VA 23219
(804) 643-0231
E. M: Conn, Pres.

MEDICAL DATA SERVICES INC.
3837 Park Avenue

50. Suite 310
Me Mphis, TN 38111
(901) 452-9000
'C. L. Leaiis, CDP, Pres.

MEDICAL DATA SYSTEMS
3920 Varsity Drive
Ann Arbor, Mt 48104
(313) 973-2200
M. Glinski, Mktg. 5

MEDICAL DATA SYSTEMS CORP.
24541;1:lag ley Rd.

T.- Olmsted Falls, 014 44138 .
(216) 234-5424

Fakan, Ph.D.
Pres.

MEDICAL SCIENTIFIC INTERNATION
AL
1425 S. Belcher Rd. ,

Clearwater, FL b3516
(813) 531-7754
F.H. Murawski, VP Operations N,

MEDICUS/SPECtRA MED. SYSTEMS
1725 W. Harrison St,
Chicago, IL 60609 ,

(312) 942-5585
R. J. Mills, VP

MEDITECH
255 Bent Street .
Cartibridge, MA 02141
1617) 354-3000 .

E. Pisinski, Nat'l Sales Mgr.

MEDIMATIC
5455 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA'90036
(213) 9p-6400
R. Herdert, Sales Mgr.

MEDLAB COMPANY
275 West 2855 South

° Salt Lake City, UT 84115
(801) 486-3021
D. Lesher, Mktg. Mgr.

MEDTEK DATA
P.O. Box 21227
Seattle; WA 98111
(206) 623-6800
.G. Mestere-6°n; Pres.

MEVDATA SYSTEMS INC.
Sanger Suburban Pl. 2
6515 Sanger Avenue #11.
Waco TX 76710
(800) 4331.3300 .

Cora V. Hutchings, Pres. .

O

Table 2. (Continued)
MRI (MEDICAL RESOURCES INC.)
Suite 515
241 E. Saginaw
East Lansing, MI 48223
(517) 351-8893
V. J. Gebes, VP Mktg. -
MSA (MGMT. SCIENCE AMERICA) INC.
3445 Peachtree Road, N.E.
Atlanta,' GA 30326
(404) 262-2376
M. L. Kimbrough, Mgr. Creative Sera,-
iceS

MSC (MGMT. SYSTEMS CORP.)
125 North State Street .

Salt Lake City, UT 84103
(801) 531-1122
Di... Utley, Health Caret Cons.

NATIONAL DATA COMMUNICATIONS
2997 LBJ Freeway .

Dallas, TX 75234
(214) 620-2870
B. W. Whiteside, VP Mktg.

NCR CORPORATION
Main & K Streets
Bldg. 26 3rd Floor
Dayton, OH .45479

-(513) 449-3676
P. L. Marshall, Mktg..Medllns Systems

NLT COMMA-ER SERVICES CORP.
. 715 Armour Rd.

P.O. Box 1432
Kansas City, Mg 64141
(816)471-5532
D. D. Henderson, Sales Rep.

'NORTHROP DATA SYSTEMS
1160 Sandhi!! Avenue
Carcon, CA 9074
(213) 637-1533
D. B. Elliott, Nat'l Mktg. Mgr.

NQRTHWEST,,,,DATA/SYSTS MS
2620 SecOnd aenue
Seattle, WA 98121
(206) 623-8330
R. p. Gentry, VP :;

OCCIDENTAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS
INC.
10202Riverside Drive ,
N.,Hollywood,CA 91662..
(213) 763-5144
P.D. Marchetti, Pres,

OMEGA SYSTEMS
. 5616 North'20th Place
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602) 956-9666
G. EMitphell, VP Mktg.

ORION SYSTEMS CORP.
950 Benicia Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(800) 538.1575.
J. J. Dougherty, Pres.

P. L. CLARK & CO.
P.O. Box 699
Hayden Lake, ID 83835
(208) 77g-2719
N. L. Clark, Principal

PAM (PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING;
MACHINES)
1630 South Lyon Street
Santa Ana, CA92705
(714) 836-7911 \ 'k -
R. kammeler,Mes: .36

A
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PELAM, INC.
8950 West Lawrence
Suite 60 4
Schillei-Park, IL 60176
(312) 671-4510
E. Scnings, VP

PENTAMATION ENTERPRISES
1 Bethlehem Plaza
Bethlehem, PA 18010
215) 691-3616
T. M. Boyle, Dir. Mktg.

PHONE-A-GRAM SYSTEM
One South Park
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 433-4170
L A. Peterson, VP Mkt/.

PHS (PROF. HOSPITAL.SVCS)
414 North Camden Drive
Beverly Hill, CA 90210
(213) 278-4020

PROFESSIONAL BILLING CORP.
P.O. Box 11077
Charlotte, NC 28209
(704) 375-4541
R. C. T. Brownridge, VP

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SERVICES
700 Apderson Building
Lincoln, NB 68508
(402) 432-6668
D. Strasheim, Owner

PROFESSIONAL,HEALTH RESEARCH.
1633 Old Bayshore Highway
Burlingame, CA 94010
(415) 692-3960
G. Kataoka, Dir. Health Services

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT
CORP.
375 East Main Street
Bay Shore, NY 11706
(06) 6654439
Ft. L. Hirsh, Pre

PURSII4GER CO.
236 Tishinan Tower
6151 West Century
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 670-:5565
M. C. Pursinger, Ph.D. Owneff.!

QUANTA SYSTEMS:CORP. (MEDEQUIP)
979 Rollins Avenue
Rockville, MD 20852
(301) 881-2050
Presfdent, VP

RAPID MEDICAL SERVICES
6994 N. Central Park

(312) 6 2502
IL 60645

L. P. lass,VP .

ROCHE MEDICAL ELECTRONICS INC.
Brickyard Road
Cranbury, NJ. 08512 .
(609) 448-1200
F. J. Herrman, Consultant

STEK COMPUTER SERVICES INC.
214 $. 13.112 St.
P.O. Box 328

'Terre Haute, IN 47808
(812) 232-1385 ,,

K. H. Williams, VP Mktg.
. 'et
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SAFECOM INC.
Safeco,Plaza, T-11
Seattle,-WA 98185
(206) 545-6332
R. L. Anderson, Mgt.

SAI (SYSTEMS ASSOCIATES INC)'
P.O. Box 3280
Charlotte, NC 28203
(704) 333-1276
A. J. Cooper, Dir. Mktg.

SDC (SCIENCE DYNAMICS CORP)
'2140 W. 190th Street

P.O. Box 3697 .
Torrance, CA 90504
(213) 320:1101
D. J. Roy, Exec. VP

SDK MED COMP SVCS CORP.
850 Doylston St. (Rte. 9) '
Chestnut Hilt, MA 02167 r
(617) 232-8005 -
M. D. Kaufman, Astt. Mgr.

.SEARLE MEDIDATA -
Box 5110
Chicago, IL. 60680
4312)982-8182
W.13: Smith, Ph.D. VP Operations

SHARED MEDICAL SYSTEMS CORP.
650 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, PA 19406
(215) 285-7600
K. A. Phillips, Mktg.

SIEMENS CORPORATAON
Med.-Systems Div. <,

186 Wood Avenue, So.
!Senn, NJ 08880
(201) 494-1000
B. EllisBB..

DE A OMPUTER SYSTEMS
' INC.

106 Irving St. N:W.
Washington,,D.C.20010
(202) 291-4ko

Holmquist, VP Mktg.

SPERRY UNIVAC
Worldwide Apollo. Devel. Center .
P.O. BOx 500
Blue Bell, PA 19422
(215) 542-4011 ,

I. Schneiderman, Mgr. WW Med. Mktg,

STANDARD SYSTEMS INC.
69;3 Cochultate Road
Farmingharn,MA 01701.

- (617) 237-5984
Jtid PraV .

- SYSTEMEDICS 1NC.
Princeton Alr Research pimp
Box 2000.
Princeton, NJ 08540
(609) 924-9073
A. J. Penn, Eastern Div. Mgr.

SYStEM DEVELOPMENT CORP.
8.411Q systenis

4011 Hickensack Avenue
Haciensack; NJ 07601
(201) 487-0571
r. J. Gosline, Mgr. Hosp. & HO Syst.

. 4
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Table 2. (Cqntlnued)

TECHNICON MED, INFO. SYSTEMS
3255 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA .
(408) 249-9400 -
.B. L. Holiday, Mktg. Commun. Mgr.

TECHNICON T CORP.
4820 Dale Road
McFarland, vyt 53558
(608) 838-3171
W. H. Thurston, VP Mktg.

TELEMED CORP.
2345 Pemdroke Avenue
Hoffrnin Estates, IL 60195
(312) 884-0900
L. M. Netzer, Prod. Mktg. Mgr.

TMS
P.O. Box 1879
'Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356 -5555
R. E. Marland, Pres.

TYMSHARE MEDICAL SYSTEMS
46 Industrial Avenue
Mahwah:41J 07430
(201) 825 1100
B. liagnotta, Reg. Mgr.

ULTRAMATION, INC.
27730 Chagrin. Blvd.
Cleveland, OH 44122
(216) 8314300
S. Karp, Pres.

VARIAN:DATA MACHINES
2722 Michelson Dr. .

P.O. Box C-19504
Irvine, CA 92713.
(714) 833-2400
S. Hubner, Me. Mktg. Comm.

WANyABORATORIES INC.
One I ustrial Avenue
Lowell, MA 01851
(617) 851 -4111
S. Ansin, Proj. Dir. Med. Appl.

1, T.
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Assessing acquisition alternatives

Chapter 6'

32 H

A

Introduction .
. 4's

I

... those requirements and then place the system in
operation. Severara.rguments are often advanced inThe previous chapter described thelyariousclep-art-
fvor of,this approach.. The first is that such an. ap-mental and hospital-wide medical'information Sys-
proach can e fully responsive to the unique re-tems that might, be considered by the hospital. b
quirempts of the hmital in question. The needs ofEqual importance must be given to the manner in
each department can be fully reflected in the de.which the seleCtedsystern- acquired. A limited sys:
sign. Another argument is that this approach alonetern functioning as advertised can be 'useful. Even

the best system, if it is not effectively implemented,. gives the hospital complete control ever its, data
processing destiny. It is not forced to depend On outecan be a-disa tser. And disasters have not infrequent-
siders or compromise its needs with the needs ofly occi4tred.Almost everyone familiar with this field .

°Canlecount' one or more, circumstances in which other hospitals. these argu-
ments can be, and often have been,persuastre.hundreds of-thousands, oreven millions of clollars,

Yet, th "do-it-yourself" approach has proven al-.were expendeci: on a system which never achieved e 'p

together t6 often to be fraught with difficulty, °operational Status. Many more hospitals limp along
Even .apparently -simple and. straight forward de-reali9ig only a small portion of the potential caps - 1

:velopinent 'objectives. prove to be extremely com-bility of their systems because of poor execution.
The technical difficulty in designing, developing plex, For example, nothing would seem to be sim-

pler than automating the hospital ',payroll. Yet, .and implementtlian effective coMputer-commun-
when deduction requirements for-federal, state and"ication system for ire hospital en onte7rient\iiould

.---not be underestimated. Therefore, it is important to local governments are taken into accountand cOm-
bined with the fact that employeetmay live in mul-pay special attention to identification of risks and . ,
ttple ,governmental .jurisdictions, payroll with-

who wi ar those risks. Too often the patient con-
liolding for a variety of fringe benefits must be con-stituency or third-party constituency of a hospital is

left_ "bOlding the bag" for enormous and-on-going steered, collective bargaining agreements may re-

costsi without any significant offsetting benefits. quire complex record-keeping concerning hours,
vacations and holidays, and that all the £oregoing.isTheieigre, the question of assessing the risks asiok
subject to almost constant change, some insight mayciat with a proposed system acquisition should re-

ceive considerable attention from the HSA reviewer. be gained into the difficulty of the problem. It has

-.

"Do-ityourselit' systems development

To a hospital executive, perhaps the most ,obvious
method of meeting the medical information system
nerds of the hospital is to purchase or lease a-com-

.

puter, hire a data processing manager and staff, ask
each department to state their data processing re-

_ quiremeitta:,prepate computer programs based on

been prOven time and time again that development
of a successful payroll program tikes-years to Uc-
complish. Consider, then, aclinical laboratory sys-
tem. Then 'consider further the requirements, Of a'
comprehensive hospital-wide system: The medical
information systems which have been successully
developed thus far have hid development cosjs

Mmeasured in many millions of dollars. Thus, the
magnitude of investment is cleaey beyond the re-
source.s of even the largest hospital.

ti 4,
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Despite this rather negative outlook, numerous
hospitals have at least begun "do-it-yourself" de-
velopment, Often thiS path was undertaken inno-
cently, and even' unintentionally. Traditional sales
'practice in the computer industry has been to iden-
tify single limited applications and sell only the
equipment required for the initial applicatibn. The

'hospital then hires one or. two people to 'develop and
implement the application. Then a second applica-
tion is suggested. The equipinent is augmented,
soon followed by augmentation of the staff. Not un-
typically, hospitals will discover they are expending
half a million dollars or more per year for data

r processing, with relatively limited results and
clear understanding of how they arrived in this posi-
tion. Even those hospitals who are in the minority
among the "do-it-yourselfers" who have ultimately
succeeded in developing a workable system have
taken much longer and expended fnuch more
money than would otherwise be necessary. It is this
atithor's judgment that the cost is typically tripled

'by this approach.
- -

It is difficult to understand and explain the think-
ing thht leads to supporting "do-it-Yourself" com-
puter system development. A hosPital board would
not for a moment think of undertaking develop-
ment of the hospital's telephone systern or elevator
system or heating and air conditioning system. A
medical information system is substantially more
technically coipplex and costly than 14 of these
other hospital systems. Yet, hospital boards con-
tinue to support, or at least passively acquiesce in
platletr understanding medical. infprmation sys.
tem development.' -

. Proposals for "do-it-yourself" development will
.undoubtedly continue to be encountered. Three
considerations are suggested as critical to the review

,process...First, considerable care should be given to
reviewing the professional credentials of the data
processing staff 1vho will undertake the develop.
ment. Their ,experience should include successful
development of systems of similar purpose and m ag-
'nitude. Prudence suggests- that claims should be
reinforced by reference Checking.

Second, cost estimates and schedules should be
supported by actual cost" and schedule data from
other hospitals' 'experience with comparable_ sys-
tems. It cannot be emphasizedbtoo strongly thater-
rors in estimating of hundreds of percent are not
uncommon in computer systems developmeilit:

Third, the HSA may wish to consider imposing a
'A' condition on any approval requiring the hospital' to

absorb costs beyond a certain level in excess of the
estimated costs rather than merely pasging these ex-
cess costs through to patients and third parties.
Since thesc.k.costs typically consist of salaries and
equipment rentals, they would normally not be vise
ble unless a special Control' is placed,on them. HSA's
may wish ,to also consider such conditions for other
Methods of system acquisition but sit is suggested
here because of the especially flagrant cost, overruns
that are commonplace in "do"-it-yourself" develop-
ment.

Packagedsoftware ,,
A variation on the "do-it-yourself" approach in-
volves the acquisitionabf "packaged software:: that
is, computer programs previously developed' else-
where, requiring. only "tailoring" and implementa-
tion to fit the hospital in question. There are two 4
principal sources of packaged software, The first
source are other hospitals whO haveldeveloped,the
software for their own use. It is then "brokered" to
other prospective users, typically by computer
equipment manufacturers. Computer equipment.
sales are, of course, facilitated if claims of available
software can be Made. Any of the major computer
equipment manufacturers, thus has an inventory'of
computer programs for almost every hospital appli-
?ation, typically coming from as many hospitals.

Z, While acquisition of softirare in. this manner is
less risky than development de novo, it isquit with-
out difficulties. Software det;eroped by a hospital is

'invariably tailored to the idiosyncrasies of thai'hos-
pital. Further, it,,mly be expected to lack the flex-
ibility necessary to be easily transferrable. This flex-
ibility is achieved Only -when it is an original design
objective, and it stibstantiallydpereases the cost of

'design and sometimes operations. For example, a
pharmacy system developed in a_hospital with a sin-
gle conventional pharmacy would require major
modification to work in an.institution committed to
unit dose dispensing from decentralized satellite
pharmacies Similarly, a system that could handle
up to 40 terminals would probably require major
thodificatiOn to handle 55 terminali. Since these
packages are developed in a number of dissimilar
hospitals, they cannot necessarily be expected to be
econpatible despite sales literature from a manufac-
turer showing them as an array of neatly drawn cir-
cles surrounding a central circle marked "hospital
information systein."

The second source of packaged softwre is the
software company. Such a company is committed as
a

z
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its primary business to the development of software
packages. Since transferability and application to a
variety of institutions is an objective underlying
package development in such a firm, it is likely, that
such,a package can be more easily tailored to the
needs of the hospital. Also, the reputation of the
software firm rests on the performance of its pack-
ages, whereas shortcomings in hospital developed
packages can be blamed on the developing institu-
tion, and little blame accrues to the brokering
equipment manufacturer.

Even well designed software packages must, how-

34 ever, be 'successfully implemented and operated.
Further, the acquisition and interfacing of software
packages is a difficult task w4ich is rarely complete-
19successful. Only when a system is developed as a
coordinated, integrated whole may' its individual
component software parts be considered to be truly
interfaceable. Therefore, considerations similar to
those Suggested for "dot-yourself' development
may be appropriate to.the review process.

Vendor supplied and installed systems

Difficulty-with the aforementioned approaches has,
led to increasing emphasis on acquisition of systems
where not only the hardware and software is sup-
plied by the vendor, but the vendor is also given the

etfob of successfully instilling the system. Results
rain This approach then depend on the excellence

of the system in question and the performance of
the vendor's staff. Experienced firms have emerged,

, particularly in 'clinical laboratory systems and level
I medical information systems, who have compiled
a credible performance ,record. Operations and
inaini,enance remain the responsibility of the hos-

.

pital.
For certain classes of systems with more limited

funciions,this approach has proven quite workable.
Perhaps its principal limitation is that in its pureit
form it is static. The vendor comes, in, installs the
system-and leaves. As the need f r ehayiges occur,
the hospital is left to .its own devices rarely ps)s-
sesses the capability to makethese,changes. For That
reason many hospitals prefer toiestsahlish a continel-

.
frig relationship withAte.tiendbr. 4 /

.. .4
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Review considerations rsuitt concentrat on ker..°, renfo ance oP the desiredgstem in otber hospitals
I . . and c.arefiel ^Cheating of the credentials of. the

..,
-- vendbr., . .1-
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Vendor Supplied, installed and operated systems

Transfer of responsibility to the vendor may, of
course, be carried even further to include opera-

.tions. This may take one of two forms facilities
management or external service: Uncle/ a facilities
management agreement the vendor's staff carries
out software and equipment maintenance and
operations functions and may occupy the data proc-
essing facility in the hospital. These services may be
provided on either a cost plus fee basis or a guaran-
teed fixed price basis.

Alternatively, the major computer equipment
may be located in the vendor's own faciliw.external
to the hospital from which servicels provided to the
hospital'via appropriate communication lines inter-
connected with hospital-based terminals and .

printers. The resident- staff requiiement is then
minimized and certain economies of scale are
adheved by the vendor. This approach, typically
called the service approach, is widely used at both
endi of the system spectrum. The most successful
business office systems are provided in this manner
from computer centers supporting hundreds of fbs-
pitals, and at the other extreme, sophisticatedmed-

,ical information systems., are available on a service
.

basis from vendor centers.
Under the service approach nearly all costs are

rendered explicit, as they are now incurred by the
vendor rather than by the hospital, and hence must
appear in the vendor's charges. Comparisons will
often suggest that an internal operation can per-
form the same functions at less expense. ,Careful
analysis, however, may reveal that this apparent dif
ference is attributable to implicit but ignored, costs.
Internal costs which are often overlooked in eco-
nomic analyses include floor space, utilities, equip- ae
ment insurance, supplies, and fringe benefits.
While clearly the vendor's purposes include achtiev-
ing a profit, it is not likely that this profit level will
offset the economies of shared operations and the
additional experience and skill rhat the vendor,can
-provide.

Here again, review shOuld center on actual pei-
formancof.the vendor's system and on the vendor's
reputation.

4

Risks'

It has been suggested in discussing the various alter-
native methods,of system aciluisition that substan-
tial risks exist in-implementing any medical inform

11.^
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mation system. Both the hospital and the HSA must
be concerned With 'identifying these 'risks, and in
particular, who will'pay if events differ from expec-
tations.

.
.t

It is useful to think of these risks as failing into
several categories. The first Of these categories is
whether the hospital is paying for input or for out-

put. By input we mean the ingredients of a medical
information system, computers, terminals, printers,
systems analysts, programmers, supplies, utilities,
etc. By output we mean the results of the medical
information system pay . checks, patient bills,
medication lists, laboratory reports etc.

Perhaps our most serious reservation about the
"do-it-yourself: or packaged software approaches
are that they typically place the hospital in a con-
tractual position of paying for input ingredients ir-
respective of whether the desired output rests are
obtained. In' the "cost-plus" world of hospitals, this
means that ultimately the hospital's patients andjthird -party payors must bear the financial conse-
quences of the hospital's assumption of this risk.
And, this risk is not merely theoretical. Hundreds of
hospitals have found themselves committed to pay

4. for equipment and staff salaries in amounts far in
excess of the value received from the results ob-
tained.

A significant improvement over an implicit or ex-
plicit agreement to pay for input ingredients is to
pay a defined amount for a system after it is in-
stalled and accepted, Under this concept the risk re-
mains with the vendor to fulfill the hoipital's ac-
ceptance criteria. Further, the amount is fixed by -
contract and the variation in actual costs versus
platined.costs will result in profit or loss to t'he ven-
dor and not to the hospital. The hospital risk begins
only after acceptance.

Of course, on-going operational costs may in-
crease in an unplanned manlier following accept-
ance. Further, there is no assurance the system wile
continue to function and the hospital must continue
to pay the on-going costs even when the system is out
of service. This suggests an even more favorable risk
allocation which is possible only underfacilityah-
agement or service agreements where the vendor as-
sumes operational' cost responsibility in addition to
installation responsibility. This can typically be tied
to a guaranteed level of operational performance so
that the vendor, and not the hospital, carries the
risk if the system idown or fails to Meet other pre-

- scribed performance objectives.

From'a public viewpoint this transfer of risk from
the hospital, and hence ultimately from the public,
to the vendor is highly desirable. Of course, a con-
tract is ultimately only a license to go to court to
seek relief, and the protection whichit provides-is
no better than the financial resources of the vendor.
Similarly, a contract highly favOrable to the hos-
pital does not make a poor system "a good system.
Therefore, review of medical informatiop systems
Certificate-of-Need Applicationi needs to be far _

more perceptive than simply an assessment of the
placement of contractual risks. Nevertheless, such
an assessment should be an.important part of the re-
view.

- A second category of risk is financial responsibil-
ity for changes. It must be considered. as inevitable
That no medical information system will remain
static in any hospital for an extended period of
time. Changes will be inevitably required, either on
a mandatory or optional basis. Mandatory changes
typically follow from governmental actions such as
changes in payroll withholding requirements, Medi-
care billing, dangerous drug reporting, PSRO con-

-trols, etc. When these changes are mandated by
government, the hospital has little choice but to re-
spond. When it is depending on an automated me,d-
iCal information system, this may well require a
change in the system. A significant advantage of
vendor supplied systems is that it has been the prac-
tice of vendors to modify their systems automatically
to meet changed legislative and regulatoty require-
ments, often without cost to their user hospitals.
This specific point should be explored by the hos-
pital with its prospective vendor and the result re-
flecied in the contract,

The array of optional changes that might be de-
sired by the hospital are, of course, endless.' No
vendor may be expected to!automatically respond to
the hospital's requests, and their response will al-
most invariably result in higher charges to the hos-
pital. Many vendors, howeverwill review and <las-

, sify requested changes, sometimes with the aid of
s users groups, and will'use the result to guide their

future development. 's\
A third risk category,that must be carefully con-

sidered is that associated with the consequences of
hospital expansion and growth. This must be con-
sidered on at least a two dimensional basis. The first
dimension is quantititive growth that is, growth
in beds, services, out patient "Visits, lab tests, etc.
Any system has internal limits on the number of
messagait can handle, the number of terminals it
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can support, etc. While this will.be discussed fur-
ther in.the next chapter, it is imperative that the
vendor and the hospital explicitly identify the limits
of possible growth with the intended system, along
with associated costs, of expansion and document
their agreement in the system acquisition contract,

The second dimension of expansion and growth is
qualitative; that is, to a progressively more compre=
pensive system. For a medical information system
this may involve evolution from a level 1 system to-
ward.a level 3 systeni. It may be expected that any
vendor will claim that his system is capable of such
growth, and indeed, that he is working on develop-
ments which will result in such growth. The prudent
hospital, however, will insist that this growth capa-
bility be firmly committed in the contract. Nothing

swill prove more expensive than to rely on the capa-
bility for such growth, and then discover it is neces-
sary to throw out the system:in question in order to
progress to a higher level system. And, in general,
technical considerations suggest such growth capa-
bility will not normally be present. Terminals which
are suitable for level 1 use are simply t suitable
for level 3 use. Storage and,processi pabilities
for level I systems will rarely support expand-
able to those re9uired for level 2.-or S ion.

Summing up .

While the array of alternatives facing the hospital
which must also be considered by the HSA reviewer
may seem bewildering, a rather simple approach
which should be useful to both the hospital on one
hand and the HSA on the other can be suggested. A

a

hospital should find a system meeting its require-
ments in actual operation in at least two hospitals.
If the initially desired system is less than the system
ultimately projected by the hospital in its hospital
development plan,'it,should also see the desired sys-
tem expandedto the projected level in actual opera-
tion in several1ospitals.

;Stated diffently, nothing is accepted based on
data processing staff or vendor claims or projec-
tions, but Only on the basis of seeing the system in
action. The prospective vendor's professional and
business practice credentials are carefully .checked
with other client hospitals. Financial strength is
verified through banking or other credit sources..
The desired system is then acquired under a con-
tract in which all risks of installation and operation
are borne by the vendor, and the hospital's obliga-

.tion is to pay a known fixed price for an operational
system.

Such an apprOach may seem impossibly conserva-
tive, but it is the only one under which both the hos-
pital and the HSA can have assurance that they
have bounded the financial exposure of the hos.
pital. Certainly any- departure from this model
should be .done knowingly and explicitly so that the
increased margin of risk can be carefully weighed
against the'presumed gain associated with accepting
the risk.

To reiterate, the method of acquisition of a sys-,,,
tern compares in importance to the nature of the
systein being acquired. Fortunately, a sufficient
body of experience exists 'to permit suggesting 'a
reasonable apprdach to minimizing risk. -This focus
on risk may suggest a negative attitudeit is not in-
tended. Thetauthor's pleais only for prudence.

".
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Hospital development plan
and system objectives

CHAPTER 7

Introduction

a.

Among the criteria established by HEW, described
in Chapter 2, is the relationship of the proposed
medical information system acquisition to the long-
range development plan of the hospital. In consid-
ering. financial feasibility in Chapter 9, a lifetime of
seven years (a rather arbitrary but apparently rea-
sonable period) will be suggested for analysis pur-
poses. It is important that some care be given. to
minimizing the possibility that the medical infor-
mation system under consideration beemes obso-
letein a shorter period. .

Obsolescence frequently-refers to the impact of
new technology on old technology. Clearly, the
medical information system field May be expected
to evolve rather rapidly, reflecting corninued- prog-
ress in computers and electronics. Here, 'however,
therevieweLneed not be concerned with this kind of
obsoleicence. If a hospital procures a medicaljnfor-
mation, system, well suited to its needs, ,which saves
more, than it costs and fulfills this mission over a
reasonable life, it may be quite satisfied. The possi -'
ble availability of newer, better systems after such a
procurem,ent does not obviate a good decision, nor
Affect theablity of the hospital to derive the bene-
fits expecte rom that decisicin.

The hospital should, btmuch more concerned
abotit another kind of obsolescenceobsolescence
in terms of the needs of the hospital..It cannot af-
ford to acquire a system this year and discard it next

. year because it no longer meets its needs.
Of course, the future may be seen only imperfect-

ly. Hence, such early obsolescence will occasionally
Occur. A significant_ responsibility exists, however,
to endeavor to prevent:this by careful consideration
Of possible changes that may reasonably be expected
to occur over the projected lifetime, of the proposed
system. No project-application should be considered

.. .

to be complete without such consideration.
Ideally, much of this should be derivabl from

the hospital's long-range plAnning proces which
should exist independent from the questi of ac-
quisition of a medical-information system. ether
or not this is the case, this chapter will utline the
major planning considerations which ar relevant to
the specific decisions we are addressing./

0 4

Alternative...futures
. .

'Assumptions about the luture vitall affect hospital
development plans. These assunrpti ns tend to fall
into three categories. It is often usef l to test such a
plan by considering what assumptions are implicit
(or explicit) in its construction. Faulty' planning
usually stems from carelessness or pbor lodgment in
the underlying assumptions rather than from errors
in detailing the consequences of these assumptions.

The first category oFaisumptions is that the fu-
ture will be just Iike the past. A system is then ac.
quired to fit current needs. This planning assump-
tion- is usually implicit, and typically results from
lack of thought about the future. Of course, the-fu-
ture may be just like the past but historical review
usually demonitrates that this Is a rather unusual
occurrence. Despite this it is ,probably the most
common assumption made in project applications.

The second .categoly of assanptions.is that past .

Wends will continue in the future. If admissions
have been increasing at the rate of la% per year
they will continue to so increase. If length of stay
has been, declining. it will continue to decline, etc.
This kind of assumption,is best tested against ,its
context for consequences. For example, chnissions
forecasts shotild be tested against the de ography

.5
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of the hospital's service area. Shifts in age distribu-
tion or population may render a simple trend pro-
jection invalid.

The third category of assumptions art those
which projectevents that will make the future quali-
tatiVely different from the past. The hospital may
discontinue its obstetrics department by transfer-
ring this role to another hospital. A major teaching
affiliation may be established.

The administration, board and Medical staff,
need to identify such prospective qualitative
changes as completely as possible and assign prob-

38
abilities to both occurrence anchtiming. Then the
potential' impact on a medical information system
acquisition can be considered through a series of
1f then" questions. A rather clear view of how this'
system would funCtiOn or be modified to function7
under each significant eventuality should be ess*b-
fished. If this is not possible because of the nattgi of
the eventuality (e.g., "we merge with hospital A and
consolidate facilities"), then serious consideration
should be given to deferring .the project if the even-
tuality is assigned &significant probability of occur-
rence. -

Systwobjectives

The hospital shoulcrestablish fdr itself a ratheF clear
view of its infoimation automation objeCtives: -this
is likely to be a sequential migration toward a more
comprehensive system. An example of such a view

.might be:

Year Automation

1077 . . Patient billing and payroll
1979:. Clinicallaboratory; Accounts payable and

inventory control .

1980 . . Admitting transfer discharge and ,out-
patienti.egistration

1981 . . Level 3 medicalinformation system

It should be noted that the so-called "modular
approach," while'intuitively- appealing, exists more
on paper than in reality. The number of increMen-
cal step& that can be taken .are more limited than
might be expected. The ,only safe approach to
modular installation is to find a comprehensive sys-
tem which functions satis"factorily and meets the
hospital's xltimate needs and then explore the Ways
in which it can be economically broken into mod-
ules for 'modular implementation. The alternative
approach that or,acquiring admissions sy4tem A,

lahOratory system B and nursing system C and as-
suming that they can be integrated is usually naive
and rarely completely successful. The guiding rule
which has been ela"borated earlier, is that the pru-
dent.'hospital will plan on only what it has seen in
successful operation elsewhere.

Hospital needs ,

Hospital needs relevant to a, medical information
system should be derivable from the hospital's devel-
opment'plan. 'These include mission; relationships,
physical plant and quantitative projections.

Mission

The hospital's mission(s) clearly affects system re-
quirements. Information volumes are clearly differ-
ent for short-tear beds versus longterm beds.40ut-
patient care establishes unique requirements {long
term active patient files) and impacts ancillary de-
partment information volumes. The nature of out -

'patient care provided is significant; ancillary out'pa:
dent services (e.g., laboratory and X-ray) are quite
different than clinic care.

TheTrospective establishment of new, specialized
services must. be considered. Sameday surgery, di-
alysis, hospice care, mental health, radiation ther-
apy are just a few. examples of newer.services which
might be added:'

Establishment of new teaching programs can im-
pact system requirempts. Clinical training of med-
ical students may, fOr example, require the use of a
level 3 system to write medical orders with the cap-
ability for review and release of these orders by a li-
censed physician before they may be acted upon.
Additional terminals for teaching may often be re-
quired. .

Research needs should be considered. Medical in-
formation systems, may be useful for acquisition of
datagfor clinical or ho-spital management research.
Data needs must, 'however, be anticipated. These
needs may affect system selection.

Relationships

Hospitals rarely exist without formal or informal re-
lationships with other institutions. These include
other hospitals, HMO's, teaching institutions andfi,
nancial third parties.

Shared medical infcirm4tion systems have been '
found to offer certain advantages. While medical
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information services may be provided-from a shared
computer facility by a ven or without requiring any
special relationship betwee hospitals served from
that 'facility, the possibility of a group of hospitals
establishing a shared facility also exists". ',..

The 'possibility of hospital merger must also be
addressed by any long-range plan= This is an espe-
cially sensitive topic but medical information system
planning can often take place on a "what if. . ." ba.-
sis so that the system will not become obsolete
whether or not a possible merger takes place. .

Shared ancillary facilities represent another form
of coordination of activity .among hospitals short of.
merger. -laboratory equipment volume capability
continue to grow and laboratory, radiology, and
other clinical ancillary equipment escalates in cost,
the attractiveness of sharing grows. Medical infor-
mation systems ca egate at least some of the lim-
itations of dich shay g by permitting communica-
tion of orders and reports at electronic speeds from
remote sites.

Coordinated specialization mayalso enter its hos-
pital plans. Increasingly, hospitals in a given area
art limiting the number which provide such services
as obstetrics, pediatrics and open heart surgery.

Teaching roles may not only affect this mission of
the hospital and hence system content as discussed
above, but may also affect system scope. It may be
desirable, for example, to include terminals at a
inedical school tied into an affiliated teaching hos-
pital. A similar consideration might lead to the de-
sirability of locating terminals in a rjUnior college
with which the hospital may be affiliked for nurs-
ing training. -

HMO's or other new organizational modalities
should be.Considered. If it is likely that the hospital
may become involved, then the implications for
medical infortnation system planning shOuld be
thought through.

Physical plant

Prospective changes. in physical plant, and equip--,
ment can, of course, affect, information needs. Con-
struction of a new hospital or major addition or re-,arrangements are obvious examples.

Opening of remote facilities for,, outpatient care,
sameday surgery, etc:, should also b'e considered.
Existence of a comprehensive medical information
system may: in fact, increase the feasibility of such

ti plans by overcoming potential communication
oblems. .

--The possibility of introducing multiple facilities
must also be considered for their impact. Nearly
any hospital-wide information system can support a
pharmacy but only the more sophisticated systems
are designed to handle multiple pharmacies.

The introduction of other forms of automation is'
likely to affect medical information system plan-
ning. This is most pteelaient in_the clinical abora.
tory where most of the higher volume cheinistrY and
hematology tests have been automated and where
further automation is inevitable. The value.-of high
speed automated equipment is in part offset if infor-
mation to and'from the equipment Must be handled
by conventional, rathei slow, error-prone manual
methods. Automation in other areas such as radiol-
ogy and pharmacy, while less pervasive than in the

,clinical laboratory, should be anticipated.

Quantitative projections

After system objectives and hospital needs have
been established and extensively reviewed by all ma-
jor groups within the hospital, certain quantitative
estimates should be made extending over a _period
corresponding -to reatonabfe system life. The specif-
ic estimates required depend, of xourse, on the types
of systems under consideration. A laboratory system
will, for example, require estimates of projected
volumes for each type, batteries, STAT orders, etc.
Beds, inpatient days, average length of stay and
outpatient visits are common 'estimates required for
hospital-wide systems. System vendors will provide
detailed lists of parameters which are required for
sizing their systein..

The critical issue in considering quantitative esti-
mates is the consequence of making a rnajorerror.
We noted early that misassessing the possibility ofa
major. quantitative change was likely to be of most
concern. Since no hospitaf can' be expected to be
omniscient, we must deal with the,possibility of such
an error by examining its consequences. This is
done by assuming a large error and then determin-
ing the system consequences: This procedure is of:
ten referied to assensitivity:analysis,

The planner might ask, for example, what Would
be the.consequence of census reachilig 150% of esti=
mate and length of stay reaching 1'50% of estimate.
Since these errors would compound in affecting pa-
tient record storage requirements, the system would
be required_to store nearly 2.25 times the originally
projected record volume. If the,system design was
such that its storage capacity could only be in-,
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creased by two times, prudence might lead to ques-
tioning that system as a candidate.

Maximtim error will differ depending on the pa-
rameter under consideration. The maximum census
error of 50% 'reflects the physical limitation of the
hospital -building. An outpatient visit estimate

-might, however, be subject to a 500% error over a
seven year period because there may to no similar
physical limitation.

-Ideally, such an examination will lead to the con-
clusion that given the maximum errors in estimates
(and' combinations of estimates) the planner can

40 foresee, the proposed,system will be adequate, un-
doubtedly with modification. Or he may find 'a cir-
cumstance under which it would be ipadequate. It
then becomes necessary for the decision-maker or
reviewer to elect or decline to assume the risk associ-
ated with this circumstance. The purpose of this
procedure is to pinpoint the crucial issues.

I.

Concluding note

The hospital development plan must be more than
simply filling out a form. Rather, it must be a
thinking process: It may be difficult for the reviewer
to determine from the C9N application how much
thought has gone into the plan. 'This chapter has at-
tempted to identify the more important issues. In-
terrogation of the hospital by reviewer about the is-
sties should quickly establish whether the hospital it-

, self has already identified and dealt with the appro--
priate questions.

No review procedure can eliminate future sur-
prises. There is no reason, however, why the inci-
dence of surprises can't be reduced and more im-
portantly, their 'consequences largely mitigated' by

' asking the right questions in advance.

dod
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Resource requiremehts
CHAPTER 8

c
Introduction typi ally exists whereby the hospital can continually.

add e aipment in small increments, each incrementChapter 2 noted that among therelevant criteria es-
tablished by HEW is-included: not infr aently falling below senior management

"The availability of resources (including health /. or externs HSA review cutoff levels. As equipment

manpower, management personnel, and funds is added, re uirements for additional staff are often
for capital and operating needs) and the. avail- generated.
ability of alternative uses for Such reponrces.". It is not unusual for hospitals to discover they are

expending a million dollars per year or more with-Review of a medical information systenrCertificate-
our any clear recollection of an, explicit manage-of-Need application should include such a

availability.
consid-

eration of such ment decision to do so. In this, hospitals are not un-

Financial and personnel resources must both be like private industry or other institutions, Indeed,

considered. Pestaps atypically, installation failurps an important,dimension of growth of the computer
are almost inva ably traceable to personnel limits - industr), in recent decades has been its ability to of-fi
tions rather than to financial limitations. fer "painless" acquisition financing t its customers.

This - unplanned growth is most -moron with.

Financial resource requirements "do -it- yourself" systems. Acquisition of a vendor-
developed sysitm presents a more explicit decision

'sin Chapter 9, the cost elements making up a finan- although leaie financing is typically a part of such
. cial information system which must be financed will proposals.

be identified in somekletail. While such a system is Savings from third party leasing are likely to be
praperly.considered a capital asset, most or all of most pronounced when widely used equipment isin-

these cost elements are typically treated as current volved. The substantial resale market often leads
operating expenditures and hence no capital fi- leasing firms.to accept greater risks than with less
narking issue is typically set forth in licit form. widely used equipment. Indeed, unique equipment
Therefore, financing i's, it fact, 10 pa- can usually be leased onlyon the basis of a full pay-

ktients and third parties. Despite the .44 lion aver- -out financial lease which is little different in cost,0,...*:,s0.,,age project size, major appropriationiwogunded from that which would be associated with -borrow-
reselyes or long, term borrowings are rarely re- ing the full amount. .

quired. The cON should clearly'set forth an analysis of
The composition of system costs' will, of vourse,( the various financing alternatives considered and

vary signifkantly. A useful rule of thumb, however, the rationalesfor ,the selected alternative. Reduc-
is to consider that the computer facility, the termi- tions in monthly equipment costs o 5 -80% may be
nals, and the personnel costs each represent a simi- achieved. While these. reductions are not, strictly
lar fraction (e.k. one-third) of total costs; - speaking, pure savings since inerease4 risk assump-

The computer industry has largely oriented its tion is typically involved (e.g., committing to a
- - customers to two party leasing or rental; hence, longer term), the favorable effect on hospital costs

capital costs are easily transformed into operating. should not be ignored. Clearly, -the hosiiital's chief
expenses. Moreover, an 'open ended" relationship financial officer should be invOlVed. Assistanie from

*111
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the hospital's banking officer or a board member .
who is a member of the financial coMmunity can of
ten be helpful.

Therefore, while financing will rarely-be a detei-,
rant to the hospital-or agimiting resources, its ready
availability should not lead to the cost reducticin pa-
tential associated with financing being ignored.

The hospital management should separate the
question of system acquisition from the question of
financing; While analysis may lead .to. the conclu'

-siodthat financing offered by the preferied vendor
may represent the most attractive alter 'riatilie, this:
should not be assumed. *,

42

cannot 'be' oveltsi ed. Nearly every employee and
medical staff r ie ber will be affected-. Substantial
.organizatienal; d procedural changes are often re-
quired to; fully realiie the benefits of the system.
Probably no' event, save moving the hospital to a
new building, will affect as many people. And this
impact will,interact with inany-aspects of their jobs
because of.the central role of accessing, processing
and storing infonnition in most health care tasks.

Resistan ce7to- change of this magnitude is ahnost
Some

by
threatened while others are

,merely annoyed by introduction of such a system;- -
Experience with 'both successful and unsuccessful

-

,

Sometimes financing charges are "bundled" with installations has led to some guidelines that seem
ether Services ..sicir as equipment maintenance, important. SUccessfid installation of major systems

"free" softvlare etc. Pot proper analysis It is essen- : are characterized by /
..

'
.. ,

Commitment and leadership by the chief execu

While'l'occasio.nallya the .hospital may liaite,,ale- die officer, typically the administrator.
o 44, --. ,

° equate cash-'r'eseKes for a dire cash purchase, the. *
'- Actiie participation in the decision-making pros: -

most.- most icoMhion.. alternative , to vendor financing is ', ess by each major employee and staff group.
thin

,- ,,, .... -,,, _ , 0

.-
rtystle se financing..(We use third,par0 -4 6

he tsusual financial senseasieferring to'a ii- ,
0/ '.. " , - Project review sho'{ild include ascertaining'wheth-

nan g source Esther, than the kegdot,o T he hospi-s-,
1 i N''

that
these criteria have been fulfilled. If it. appears

tat; we are not referring totinsuiersof ho
le that the thrust for the proposed systeM, has come'

tients.) Reduced monthly tcosts;inirbe ova from the data prOcessig or other -lower manage- .
..,Fic6 thirst party :Jeasinir firms fol.'. one or mor 9

d
-mentlevel without thf participatiOn, ana. clear sup-

L' t-.1 -,iloveral reatiittTirst the' leasing firrnsinay-- use e a portif top managernentor if key groups such as
-'''` 'i, 2:Ittigeilifejime estimate. Second, a higher residdal/, nursing, , medical staff and the major. department

. valuernithelntilized. Third, a substantially lower
8 heads have not participated actively in the decision

. *interest f:_na`te.4r, sed,0 particularly in so, called"
ere.the hives` tment Tax Cred..

to acquire a comprehensive system, its installation is
'leveraged leasaikz

gi

it amid de prectia0M )lietiyafe retained by the leas-,,, a ost guaranteed to be traumatic.
This will lead, to acleast two adverse economic

ing (Alvan), or its 4i1 tors altrpgli,thig)s usu 1

,t1Rs' iiit.iiidao..,4... consequences. First, insiallgtion will tend to be de;,
not possible fox leases toiftiir: / - `I 46' , 4 t *: ' ';' '' t f layed as disputes surface and resistance must be4. o f ,,., ...

. ' S4,0 4 i ' (: rf. 0 ..° cp overcome. Since-many installation costs are "period' * . -

Personnel resourees 0 ...i,. 4' ..., , -, Fosis," that. is.. they. increa3e with time (e.g.,".equip-
, P 11a. ,T V ,..,_ ' Atlg,

The critical importance Of adequate perSonnet.t.T:, men; rentals said installation staff salaries), sched-

sources as a determinant of suCtesSrlif a Ineditil.**1, ule slippage will translate directly into increased in-

formation system installation as' beenootige. Re-0 stallatiovosts.,Second, benefit realization will' be

viewers of propoted projects cannot be too lehsitiye ..9 frustrated where there is failure to secure agreement''

to whether these resources-are available. anotcotii' ', on staff reductions. .

mined., _- t, ,. C' ,=. The most -straightforward iiyay to avoid-these dif- 1.,...

Managethent technical, industrial° en rings'' 4 ficulties is 14 top management lead rship and par-.

nursing, department- heads and medical itafkall, 'ticiPation. This principle can be at; lied by analogy:

must be involved. We will consider each in.turniC :' to departmbital systems. -Clearly, it uld be un-

v , 1 411 ei lb wise to install A laboratoryinformation system,with-
. s* ',/' `. , ' out clear commitment and leadership of the labors-

Administration--
.

. toty. director or the,paiticip,atibnwpf staff ,pattiolo-

The impact of a medical information syste par- giits and senior technotolisis in the d*ision making
.

ticularly a comprehensive level 2 or lgVel '3 system, - and,selestion plocess.. * .
,--, *

c' . . , . i . ,

dal to haxe the vendor "unbundle", that is, sepa-
rately itemize charges.

4
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Data processing

Installation of a medical information system almost
why definition seems to call for the hospital to have

data processing or computer peoPle on its staff. Yet,
there have been a number of successful installations
of systems, including comprehensive level 3 systems;
by hospitals with no data processing personnel!

These hospitals have successfully procured vendor
developed systems, recognizing" that the hospitals
job was one of management, requirements defini-
tion, selection, economic analysis, training and
benefits realizationnot computer engineering or
programming. They- correctly identified the key

' tasks that must be reserved to the hospital and those
which could and should be delegated to a responsi-
ble vendor for which he would be held contractually

responsible.
Data processing personnel are required only if the

hospital undertakes "do-it-yourself" development of
a. medical information system, whether from
"scratch" or by modifying and assembling software
packages developed at other institutions. The ex-
ceptional risks associated with such courses of action.
have been suggested elsewhere. Expenditure levels
can quickly rise to millions bf dollars per year.anct
months stretcl into years with little in the way of a
useful operational system functioning.

The requirements' for development of a medical
information system ate beyond the purpose and
icol3elocthis book. The author has seen only a hand-
fn 1 of hospitals in the U.S. with data procetsing
staffs even remotely approaching t e capability lev-
el required for level 2 or level 3 syste development.
In the event a project review is re uired of such a
proposed, development, it may be esirabt for the
reviewer to retain a consultant' with direct technical
management experience in the pr vious successful
development bf a comparable .syst m to review the

A development plan, budget, schedul and associated
data processing personnel qualifica ions.

industrial engineering

Industrial engineering (or hospital anageinent en-
gineering) is'a desirable caiabilit in any hospital
and'almost essential in the success 1 installation of
'a larger medical information sktem. Hospitals
without this capability are urged to acquire it as a
prerequisite to embarkingbn a.mezii5a1 information
system acquisition program.

Industrial engineers are trained to perform both
the economic projection and benefit realization

.

tl

studies which we will describe- in Catapter 9. I'd .

_,..rake full advantage of medical information systems,
substante l methods of revision and organizational
realignme&must be made. While line supervision
must take ultimate responsibilityfor such changes,
-industrial engineers are trained to provide thespe-
cialized analysis leading to increased Operating ef-
fectiveness and 'lower ;Unit costs. This capability is
especially important in working across depaitmen-
tal lines in 'eliminating duplication and improving
coordination.

At least one industrial engineer should be as-
signed to a major medical information system proj-
ect throughout thl, decision, making, implementa-
tion and benefit realization period. For all pur-
poses, industrial engineering staffing at the ratio of
`one per 150 beds seems reasonable. If care is taken
to employ industrial engineers with first rank train-
ing and ability, their cost should be returned many -
fold to the hospital and the community through the
savings they will create.

Nursing.

Any comprehensive system 4hich.a hospital may in-
stall will impact nursing more than any other de-
partment. Nursing department personnel comprise
the largest group within the hospital workforce.
Nursing is at the locus of patient care where nearly
all medical orders originate and end. Personnel sav-
ings and benefits for a level 2 or level 3 system are

likely to be greatest in nursing. Nurses have been
found to play a key ole in assisting physicians in the
use of and shape physicia ttitudes toward medi-
cal inforatin n systems, particularly level 3.

For all of these reasons, it is essential that key
'nursing personnel be,involved in all phases of plan-
ning, acquisition and implementation of a medical
information system. Ideally, nurses-will have visited.,
hospitals and used candidate system for a day or,
two actually assisting in patient car delivery. Nurs-
ing personnel should be assigned fulkime to the im-
plementation team and other nurses should be full-.
time members of benefit realization teams with in-
dustrial engineerS. Nursing indoctrination and in-
service training should be revised to include use of
the medical information systein.

Department heads

The major department heads also play a critical
role in selection, implementation and benefit reli-
ization. Apaft from .nursing which was discussed

e5 ; 4
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separately, involvement of the heads o1 pathology,
radiology and pharmacy are especially important., 't

A major portion of the information traffic of the
f hospital flows between these departments and the

ursing.stations or outpatient departments. The sys-IN
em may automate, and hence revise, many func-

it' tions internal to these departments. Questions of in-
terfacing the medical information system with de-

. partmental systems may arise. Major organizational
options may be created such as converting°the phar-
macy from conventional to unit dose dispensing.
The professional relationsbip between. these depart-

44
ments and attending physicians 9r house staff

,means that the attitudes of the latter groups toward,,
med. infortnation systems are pften shaped by
the rpaj

t
r ancillary departments. Blaming late lab

,wa

reports, wrong medications or fouledhap ra4tology
schedules on the system almost assures enmity from"'
the affected physician. -

Other department heads should not be ignortd.
The controllei apd business office manager must
have confidence in, automated charge eollectipn
through the system. Food service, physical medi-
cine, EKG, outpatient clinics, housekeeping, engi-

tneering all are affected and should be fiequently
. consulted. The impact, however, on these depart-

ments is typically not as great as on pathology, ra-
diplogy or pharmacy.

:-,--- t

Medical staff

A hospital is a plate where doctors take care of pa-
tients! The myriad services and resources of the hos-
pital exisetto respond to the physician's orders. Most
information flow in a hospital results froin a physi-
cian's order and ends with information transmitted
back to the physician 9r action taken with the physi-
cian's patient.

The foregoing seems so obvious that it is almost
insulting to the* reader'S intelligence. Yet many in-
formation systems are designed which carefully

`avoid any interface with the physician whatsoever.
Many systems are selected and installed with no con-
sultation or participation by-the medical staff.

This issue has been considered earlier is describ-
ing the various system levels. It is reintroduced here
to suggest that the implementation of any system in
tife hospital should have the involvement and sup-
port Of the medical staff becaUse it is difficult to
change information flow anywhere in the hospital
beyond the most trivial level without affecting
physicians. Installation of a laboratory information

/
system may seem wholly the business of the clinical

.laboratory but confronting the .medical staff with
reformatted, computer printed laboratory reports is .
almost certain to be resented if the teport users were
not consulted in advance.

Failure to involve medical staff seems to stem
froth the uneasy relationships which exiii'131 too
many hospitals. Administration regards the medi-
cal staff as a ",leepingigiant" which must not be
aroused. Hence, actions -are taken quietly with the
view that tip toeing'around will avoid waking the

giant!
Conversely, in these hospitals the-medical staffs

not infrequently regard administrators as "hired
fackeys" whose.jobis to do what they are told (by the
doctors) and not "make waves"! Introduction of a
medical information system is bound to upset this
uneasyselationship.

Fortunately, there are an increasing number of
hospitals where administration and medical staff
recognize their interdependence and the need for
continuing participation and consultation on all
significant decisions. It would not even occur to the
administration of such a hospital to select and in-
stall a medical information system without the ac-
tive participation and support of the medical staff.

Not only will this cooperative relationship mini-
mizemize th

1

.trauma associated with a major change in
the Ay the hospital operates,- it will insure that the
judgme t and perspective of physicians goes into
key dec ions. This is especially crucial if the

'groundw i rk is(-10 be successfully laid for installation
at some p int of a level 3 system.

Concludi comment

This chapt r has discussed at some length the im-
portance o involvement by various affected groups
as essential resources which the project reviewer
must consid r. It may be difficult to comprehend
why such a oft" resource is so vital to accomplish-
ing what is iften perceived as a purely technical
task that of 'nstalling a computer-communication
system..

The reviews must be aware, however, that a-
perience in thi field has demonstrated that success,
or failure of edical information systems typically
depends on.co perationand support or resistance
and rejection. I ethnical considerations are indi-
rect;Jhat is, a .00rly designed system may be diffi-
cult to use, tpo low or unreliable. Disaster occurs,
however, when sers give up an(' '1 their

-
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cooperation. Any system installation will encounter
difficulties. Therefore, it is essential that an ade-
quate reserve, of "cockperatiOn capita!" be created by
openness, participation and consultation with all in-
volved from the very outset.
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CHAPTER 9

Introduction

Recently, the Upper Peninsula. Health Systems
Agency polled 969 residents of Michigan's upper

2 'peninsula and asked them to rank 40 health care
,problems. Health care cost was ranked as the num-
ber one problemahead of cancer, heart disease,
family physicians, Medicare/ ediCaid acceptance
and everything else.' T is no reason to \believe
that these upper mid-westerners feel any\ mire
strongly about, healthcare costs than Americans .

elsewhere.
, .

This chapter will consider- the economic feasibil-
ity of Certificate-of-Need applications for medical

employees or vendors that would not have' beeninformation systems. The HEW-mandated criterion
written had the project not been underiagen. Noteis:

the definition included, "the sum of the"The immediate and long-term financial feasi-
chrks," not "sd ne _of the the ." Identifying all ofbili ty of the proposal, as well as the probable
the costs is important.,impact on the costs and charges for providing

$ .
siimptions behind the numbers and consider their
validity.
. Unfortunately, the of this aversion

to financial_ analysis is that many indeed
most CON's are "rubber stamped" withOut ,criti-
cal analysis of their financial impact. The purpose
here will be to suggest a method of analysis which'
will permit realistic review of proposed m1ical in-
formation system.projects:

The method will be to 'consider three varia-
blestotal costs, total realizable savings and time.
The definition of total costs, is quite .straightfor-
ward total costs are the sum of checks written to

health services by the hospital." Tlie definition of total ,realizable savings is simi-. . 1

- tar the sum of checks not written to employees orSharing the concern over cost of the people of the .
inUpper.,Peninsula, this, author's bias is ttiSerard the vendors plus beneficial increases hospital revenue

attributable to the project.viewpoint that if a medical information system does7" The definition of total realizahlesaving4 requiresnot pay for itself, ioshould not be installed. This
bias goes beyond the HEW criteria; therefore, this more comment. NOte that no reference was made to

increased efficiency," "higher productivity',"chapter will present a metitaslorogy for analysis and
There is nothing wrong with increased'efficienleave the ultimate decision( making to the hospital ,There

higher productivity and similar phrases% It is .

important to count, hoviever,,bnly the results and
and the HSA. -z,-",

Approach the It sults must show up in the hospital's bank bal-

Financial analysis awes inCany people. Indeed, the.
typical CON application is filled with pagesof num-
bersthe reader is instinctively propelled thward
finding a summary page which'invariably shows a
summary of costs and savings, the latter exceeding
the former. The reader rarely has the confidence or
inclinations to analyze the numbers, and perhaps
more important, -identify the usually, unstated as

What in Health u Happening. Vol, Ill, No. 9, Upper Peninsula
Health Systems Agency. Inc.; May, 1979. '

ante or be ignored. The emphasis on the hospital's.
bank balance and notson the costs Ofindivichtal de-
partments it not, accidental. Not infrequently, zr

medical information systems will reduce coifs in one
department by shifting them to" another depart-
ment, or creating a new'tasi elleivhere in thehospi-
tal. .

Tdtal realizable savings also. includes "beneficial
increases in hospital revenue." Here the keyiii.rd is
beneficial, judgCd from the perspective of th,FP:com-
munity the hospital serves. Evaluation research has



shown that a level S medical ihformation system will
reduce average length of patient stay dueto greatly

_decreased response time to medical orders. Since
revenue is higl%st on the first day of stay-and falls
thereafter, a length of stay reduction will result in
higher. hospital revenue (assuming admissions in:
Crease to keep occupaitcy consistent). This is benefi-
cial to the community because the ',Throughput" of
the hospital is now increased.

Conversely, consider the often claimed benefit of
I.-Increased hospital reienue from capture of lost an-,
cillary charges. -Undoulitedly, many "charge tick--
ets" are lost in-manual systems and a. medical in-
l*tnation sys teat Will' eliminate this as charging is
concommitant with ordering. Estimates of lost 't
charges equalling 2 to S% of hospital revenues are
typical. _

Increased revenue from capturing lost charges is
ate beneficial to the community and hence should

'not, be counted as 'a saying: The rationale for this
-position was outlined in Chapter 3. _ _

Time is the third trripbriant variable because of
the time value ofmoney. A dollar of saving this year
is worth 'more thah a dollar of saving five years from
now. Therefore, it is necessary to consider not only
how .much, but also ivhen in considering costkand
savings.

I 7
The- recommended approch then ieto compare

the-tithe-based stream of costs with 'the stream of
savings by one of two' Methodic The first method
calls for the calculation. of the interest rate which

causes the twb streams'to`be discounted back to the
same present valtle. This interest rate is known as
the discounted cash flow return on investment
(DCF-RQI, or internal rate of (IRR).

. Under the second method, a realistii interest
. rate, say 10 %; is assumed and applied to the net
stream, discounting its back to het present value
where it may be compared with the initial. cost.
Both methods aredescribed in mdre4detail in any -fi-
nancial calculator instruction book; .

.

Since total costs may exceed total_saiiings, the sec-
and method is often more apPropriate. The net
present value or net present_cosals.the measure in
current dollarsOf the financial benefit:or penalty as:t
iodated with implemititating the project. If This
figure is negative, that the project has a nerpres-
ent cost, then de,cision makers must carefully-COn-
sider,Whether the non-financial benefits (mOre

tetults, legible records, complete ;'orders, de-
Creased patient ,waiting, shared .access recoicif, ,

-.throughout the hospital, fewer foit'a duplicate or
1

. _

ders , Ahore. accurate results, better management
date, improved' resource utilization, etc.),are suffi-
dent to justify -the increased cost,

ts°21-
Some definitions

It useful to differentiat etweeti potential say-,
ings; realizable sayings and realized savings. From a
different perspective, we can divide savings between
labor savings and non-labor savings. It is also.useful
to distinguish 'between cost" reduetil?n and cost
avoidance.

Keep.in mind that medical information systems
save work while hospital manager's mupt translate
this Saved work into saved money (by writing fewer
checks!). Suppose, for example, that asystem auto-
matically compiles and printsthe midnight census,
a task that formerly required four hours per night'
by a clerk in the Nursing Office. The saved four
hours are identified as. potential savings. Assuming
a pin-time employee is impractical, the question
becomes whether a strategy can be found to com-
bine this four hour saving (0.54TE) with another .

four hbur savings so. that an employee can be re-
moved from the payroll. (tit emember, don't count
the saving until the paycheck is no longer being ,
written.) te such a strategy exists, then this four
hour saving isa realizable saving. If not, we must
concede that, it is unrealizable and ignore it for fi-
nancial analysis purposes (although the hospital will
strive to put the four hours to 'good use on new
to ). After (and ly after) the' person is removed
fro the payr the fdur hour savings will be de-
scribe ealized saving:

Note that analysis (estimating that four hours
were required to prepare the census), placating to
(finding another four hqur saving that couldbe con-
Solidated), and management action (eliminating
the employee from the paYroll),,were*all required to
achive a realized saving. The CO:INI reviewer must
be saCsfied that all three ingredients are present be-
fore saving may-confidently be expected.

The most critical element of realization isrnan-1 man -
agement cpmminot to cake the necessary. action.
This is fiarticulirlf.so with labor savings which
usually require staff reductions. A. sout4d CON ap-.
'plicition should contain a list of clearly identified
positions to, be eliminated, the dates for elimina-

,*,tiotWand the signatures 'of the cognizant depart -
.melt managers 8bmmitihg,to make.the staff reduc-

- dons. Experience has suggested in*.the absence of

-,



such. an explicii commitment by the person(s) with
direct authority and responsibility, that the reduc-

stIon gets deferred and often never matte.
This example of census preparation illustrates,:

cost reduction. Suppose that external reporting re-
.

quirements werepending that would expand the de-
, tail required in the census and hence expand the
time required for manual preparation from four
hours to six hours. Eliminating. this two hour in
crease with the system would be called cost avoid-
ance. This is perfectly legitimate; however, 'corn-
mon sense suggests that spending money to save

'48
money not yet being spent deserves a little extra
scrutiny to assure validitr:

,
c

t.

D

Identifying total costs

With an analytical approach and some definitions
in mind,,,,the discussion will now turn toward a
realistic assessment methodOlogy. The hospital

'should begin by considering project costs.
A particularly commonplace deficienisin medi-

7cal' information system CON's is failure to 'consider
all tlements,-Of cost.- While due in some cases to

''o'versight, k is.jikely that:this deficienfry is 'exa,cer-
bited by the view that CO.N review applies only to
capital costs and not operating costs. 'Yet, it seems
clear that if the hospitait considers.decreasesin

'efating costs in its analysis as benefits,A mint
responclingly consider increases in oPii-ating costs as

.

9To assist in identifying total costs, Table -1 pre:
sena a cost checklist. Not every cost element in Ta--
hie 9-1 v'all`be present-in eirety project; similarly,
this table is' not necessarily exhaustie, a cost el-
ement not listed might be pi-esent in a given project.

In- projecting the magnitude Of a given- cost ele-
ment, the-marginal or additional cost should be
used, not the average ort allocated cost. For exam-
ple,. only .the increase in the hospitalli electric-bill

:should be used not the average cost per Iva: .

member, the-, definition of total costs are checks
which would not be written.by .t1ce, hospital if the
project were not undertaken.

Nekt to omission of,cost elements, thnext corn -
mon error in projecting costs is failure' to establish a
realistic igstallation and ."shakedown". schedule.
Many project- related costs are 'period costs"; that
is, they cOntinue,at a certain rate, per month-once
they are smiles:Hike a' running faucet.' Equipment-
rental and dat'ai processing persohnel salaries are

Table 9-1 Cost checklist

1.0 Equipment
1.1 Computers and peripherals
1.2 Terminals and printers
1.3 . Communications
1.4 Interface devices
1.5 Shipping
1.6 Storage racks

2.0 Fecilities
2.1 Floor space
2.2 Site preparation
2.3 Air conditioning
2.4 Electrical
2.5 ceblinc
2.6 Tub-flooring

2.7 Controls, monitors, alarms

3.0 software
. 3.1 Operating systems

3.11 Rental '
3.12 Development/conversion
3.13 Maintenance

3.2 Application programS
3.21 Rental
3.22 Developmental/conversion
3.23 Maintenance

4.0 braintendnce (labor, equipment, parte and supplies)
4:1 Computers and peripherals -
4.2 Terminals and printers
4.3 Communication equipment
4.4 Facilities (air conditioning, etc.)

5.0 Ut4/#/ei (installation andusage)
5.1 Electilcal

. Telephone
5.3 Alf conditioning

6:0 Taxes and Insurance
6.1 ,Sales tax_
6.? Properly tax .

6.3 Casualty insurance'
7.0 Training
. 7.1 Initial training andfnstallationsupport

7.2, Inservice training
7.3 Documentation' , _

8.0 Supplies
8.1 Tapes and disks'
8.2 Printerpapedribbons
8.3 Forms and labels
8,4 Punched.carde

4.

rs

'9.0 Management .

9:i Hospital
9.2 FaCilitiesmanegement
9.3 Consultants

10:0 intiAtrifiEngineering
.10.1 Implementation,

10.2 'Benefit realizition

11.0 'Labor Fringq Benefits
. 11 Group insurance

11.2 Retirement
11.3 ,Payroll taxes
11:4 Vacation and holidays

1

A

, a
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just.two examples. If a .lanned six month installa
tiori schedule turnsnto twelve months) in practice,
thiseperiod installation costs will be doubled.

The best protection against schedule error is to
survey several hospitals wh'o have previously in-
stalled the system of interest. ,A,realistic installation
chiduleshould emerge from such a survey.

Implicit in this suggestion is installation of a yen-
dor-provided, systeM.- Schedule missestimates are

I both commonplace and of a magnitude not infre-
quently -approaching disaster with 4:do-it-yourself'

'--)systems de lopment. While hospital management
can_coritr the rate of expenditures_by limiting
their. approval of equipment rental or data process-
ing-hiring, a one-year des/shipment and installation
schedule can turn into a three-year schedule thereby

,
..tripling cots.

..

The adverse impact of schedule slippage is dou-
ble- barreled. Not only do installation cats escalate
but realizable cost savings are deferred. BeCause of
the'time value of money discussed earlier, the value

. of deferred savings is diminished. .4In addition to
these financial consequences, credibility 'and moti-
vation.may also be loft. ..,

Thus; the importance of a realistic installation
schedule canhot `be over emphasized. If all elements
of costs are considered and a schedule consistent

- with the actual experience of other hospitals is em-
p- loyed, a good assessment of.total costs should re-
sult'. Errors in estimating individual cost elements

.1011 -be made but they are likely to largely cancel
each other out unless systematic .bias is present:

. Such bias might result if all estimates were madi'boty
a strong project advocate. Assurance that the estirip,0

Table 9-2 Benefits checklist

, 1.0 Realizable Labor Savings
1.1 Labor ,
1.2 Fringe benefits
1.3 Superiislon and management

24 Consumables
2.1 Forms
2.2 Medications and supplies
2.3 Meals

3.0 Previous System Costs
3.1 -Labor and fringe benefits
3.2 Equipment and maintenance
3.3 Supplies
3.4 Services

Interest Costs
4.1 Accelerated billing
4.2 Reduced receivables aging
4.3 More accurate third party claims

papkai Facility Costs
5.1 Reduced length of stay-
5.2. Improved scheduling
5.3 Shared facilities

4.0

)

5.0

Identify each hospital function
'system (e.g., "admit a patient").

Flow chart each }Junction using pre-system
manual procedures and again; using post-system'
automated procedures.

Assign standard times to each element by skill
categOry in each flow chart. .

affected by the

Subtratt the times with the,autbmated procedure
from those with the manual procedure.

Estimate the frequency each function will be per-
formed (e.g. ,r"-admissiOns per month ").

Estimate the cost of labor involved (e.g:, "admit-,

i k hl and "mates Were made by or reviewed by the hospital t ng c clerk y wage an fringe )
. controller or some other independent agency is

therefore prudent:

Identifying total benefits

--, Having identified a time-phased estimate of total
t project costs, the hospital must now similarly ideas=

tify project financial botefits. Table 9-1, Benefits
'cheCklist, is useful for that purpose. Some of these
benefits require discussion:

Realitable Lhbor .Savings will represent as much
s 80% of the benefits of level 3 soims. Detailed'

procedures for estimating them require industrial
engineering, or hospital managerrient engineering
skills; however., the approach is conceptually quite.
Straightforward. ,

;

Examine fractional savings in-a given department
(e.g., "Admitting") resulting from, different func-
dons and establish a strategy for consolidating these
fractional savings into full time positioni which can
be eliminated (realizable benefits).

Establish.a time phased schedule of positions to
be eliminated, identifying specifiksitions.

-;00' .

Secure written concurrence of the affected mana-
ter-(e.g., "Admitting, Manager") and the hospital
adMinistrator. _ , .

W A
convert elirhinated positions into realizable dol-

lar' savings by applying the cost of labor to each
identified-position and aggregating by month.

There are many behavioral considerations affect-
O

i
.1/4

ng this process which are beyond our immediate

4
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purpose to discuss. The reviewer must-make a judg-
inent, however, about the likelihood that the hospi-
tal will, indeed, realize the.labor savings projected.
Except ir- a rapidly growing hospital, this means
people leaving the payroll.

In the $u lies category, manual' formi are, of
course, eliminated. Many patient oriented supplies
might be saved:For example, a level g or 3 system
with unit dose pharmacy capability might eliminate,
significant waste -of unused' medications diipensed
but not administered under a conventional hospital
pharmacy/medical system. While typically the.hos-
pital would have charged for these wasted medica-
tions upon dispensing from the, pharmacy, and so
no financial losf was incurred by the hospital, pa-
tients (and third parties) will directly benefit finan-
cially from eliminating this waste. Many other simi-
lar categories such as meals can be identified.

Hospital interest costs may be redticed in at least
two ways. First, hospitals typically wait three or four
days after patient discharge before submitting a fi-
nal bill to permit charge tickets to arrive from ancil-
lary departments. Automated systems typically per-
mit reducing this cut off period to one or two days
(long term tests, e.g., cultures; mike it difficult to
completely eliminate the cut off period). The h spi-
.tal's cash flow is moved up by this time andigis one-
time cash gain results in reducing interest costs.

Similarly, better collection procedures and more
accurate, detailed billings reducing queries from
third parties can reduce average receivable aging.
Again, an interest saving will result.

Capital cost avoidance may also occur. We have
already noted that a level S system may reduce
average patient Jength of stay. If the resultant in-
crease in patient thrqughput permits the hospital to
postpone or avoid construction of additional beds, a
savings of perhaps $80,000 per bed might result.
The interest on such saved capital funds can be at-
tributed to the system.

Improved scheduling by automated methods, say
in radiology, may improve utilization of expensive
radiology equipment and thereby eliminate the
need for acquiring additional equipment.

Seversal departments within a hospital Ors, indeed,
several hospitals may find ways to share expensive

- capitalequipment or facilities which becomes prac-
tiCal With the near inointaneous communications
capability of a medical information system. Again,
+the interest value on the saved capital investment

*ihbuld properly be counted as a cost saving.

Spite key assumptions
-

. -

In order to relate the cost and satings and arrive at
a return on investment or net present vaitie,certain

'assumptions must -be made. Often these asstimp-
dons are never stated; they are merely implicit in
the.CON financial analysis. Yet, these 'assumptions
often are more important in affecting the result
than die cost or saving estimates themselves. There-
.fore, the CON reviewer should render these assump-
tion' explicit and consider their reasonableness.
The principal assumptions that should be identified
are useful life, .inflatioi rate, installation schedule,
benefit r alization schedule, financing method and
risk.

Medical information system e uipment corn
puters, peripherals' and terminal hq. aln)(ist
indefinite physical life ifproperi maintain The
rapid pace of technological deve pment does, how-
ever, result in a rather high rate of obsolescence and

.perhaps results in decreased endor support and
availability of required maint ance skills and corn-
pOnents. Establishing a useful life is necessarily arbi-
trary. Experience suggests, however, that in the ab-
sence' of a well-reasoned argument for another Pe-
riod, .a useful life of seven years with no salvage
value is reasonable.-

Inflation has become,. a major 'factor in our
economy. Medical information systems represent a
potential inflation fighting tool as future costs -sub-
ject to inflation, particularly labor costs, can be re-'
placed by a present, fixed cost. Unfortunately, this
may be offset by higher interest rates for system fi-
nancing (historically, "no risk" interest rates are ap.
proximately 2 .to 3% plus.the inflation rate). Never-
theless, estimates of future costs and savings should
be adjusted for inflation.

Inflation rates may differ for itarious cost and sav-
ings elements. Equipment Maintenance may, for
example, be fixed by contract with the vendor over
a specified period. Labor costs may be governed for
a period by a collective bargaining agreement. In
the absence of specific guides, a reasonable ap-

"proach is to use the return on government bonds
with a maturity comparable to useful system life less.
2 to 3%. Thus, if government bonds with a matur-
ity seven years hence are yielding 101 %, an infla-
tion rate of 7 1/2 % to 81/2% is implicit,in this yield
reflecting the market judgment. An inflation rate of
8% would be reasonable for analytical purposes
based on this example.

Jb
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Earlier in this chaptei the importance of estab-
lishing a realistic installation' schedule was dis-,
cussed. . It is reiterated that the best test is .to con-
sider ,the actual experience of other hospitals in in-
stalling the same system. The installation-schedule
should be supported by such data; it should not
merely reflect the vendor's estimate which may tend
to be optimistic.

Similarly; a benefit realization schedule must be
carefully established. Many CON applications sliow
projected savings commencing immediately. No
savings can occur until. after installation is corn-
plete. Then, a finite period is usually required be,
fore all savings can be realized. A level 1 system
might require three Months to install, three months
to "shakedown" and six months to realize savings'
hence, an assumption that savings begin in the sec-
ond year might be realistic. A level 3 system might
require 12 months to install, six months to "shake-
down" and six months to realize savings so that sav-
ings might not begin until the third year. These are
generalizations which should be replaced by a rea-
soned analysis in a specific case under review. Rare-

' ly, however, can savings be assumed to start instant-_,
ly.

Financing methods tend to confuse an analysis
but also fepresent an opportunity for substantial
savings. Conceptually, any financing should be_
"backed out" of the cost stream. For example, if
equIp`tnent costing $1, million is acquired on a five
year financial lease'(in contrast to atrue lease), our
analysis would show $1 million cost in the first year,
not $22,000,'Pe r month for the first 60 months.

Under the return on investment analysis method,
investment theory calls for comparison of the rates
of return with the average cost of'capital to the hos-
pital. From a purely financial viewpoint, if the proj-
ect has 0-eturn of ',I2% and the hospital's average
current borrowing costs (weighted average of bonds,
bank loans, etc.) is 10%, then the project isfinan-
cially justified. (In practice, of course,, the CON re-
view will lead to a judgment on a broader basis.) If
the hospital can finance- the project from existing
funds, the cost of capital should not be considered
to be zero, but rather should be set at a level ap-
proximating the "opportunity Cost" of those funds,
that is, the foregone -investment returns which
might be a bank certificate of deposit rate of, say
10%.

COmputerrquipment vendors typically offer lease
or installment purchase financing for their equip:,
ment. This sl raid not automatically be accepted,

.

however. While a detailed exposition of financing is
beyond_ the purpose here, the following alternatives
should' be considered:

1.. Use of hospital funds.
2. Third party leasing, particularly where widely

used computer equipment is involved...
3. Bank borrowing using the general credit of the

hospital. - .

As any experienced financial officer is aware, care-
ful analysii of financing alternatives can produce
major savings.(or avoid major unnecessary cost's).

Finallyno financial analysis is complete without
consideration of risit\-(the Alownside" in financial
jargon). Risk is simply the possibility that acial re-
sults might differ from projected. results. Although
it cannot be documented, perhaps half the com-
puter projects in American hospitals have failed to
produce projected financial benefits. Yet, a review
of more than 50 medical information system CON
applications failed to reveal a single instance of risk
assessment)

Risk aissessrhent can be most easily perfOrmed by
first identifying the variables most subject to errors
in projeiiion, establishing a 'worse case"sestimate
for each such variable, and. then examining the im-
pact -pact of each "worse case " on the overall result, both
singly and in combination.. Typically, the installa-
tion_schedule, the benefits:realization schedule and
labor savings are the three variables most subject to
projection error: A simple "worst case" analysis
might examine,' the impact of doubling the two
schedule periods and halving the projected labor

.
saving.

iRisk analysis is particularly important hi "do-it-
yourself" projects. Not infrequently, hospitals who
have undertaken de novo development or even
"tailoring" of software packages have seen years go
by, with the "meter running" data processing
salaries and equipment rentals ,paid with little or
no benefit. Just as no physician would consider un-
dertaking a course of treatment without sarefully
considering the possibilityand extent of adverse re-
sults, no responsible hospital should commit itself to
a major medical information system project without
risk assessment. ,

Assessing'risk does not, of course, eliminate it; it
merely renders it explicit in the ,decision-making,

process. The only way to reduce risk is to emulate
' success; that is, find and follow a course of action

which has been 'followed by other hospitals under
similar circumstances with demonstrable successv

59
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Acasostudy

It is useful to examine how the concepts set forth in
this chapter might be used in an actual review. Data
will be taken from an actual review. For this pu
pose, a rather complete applicaticin for a system
knoWn to perform well has -been selected. Since the
purpose is not to criticize any particular hospital or
ASA, the hospital, system and HSA will, not be.iden-
tified, even though the application is a public docu-
ment.

The hospital's "Cost Justification. Analysis" is
reproduced in 'Figure 9-1. The analy,sis will be

52 based on these data, bringing in other data from the
application or making 'assumptions where no data is
provided.

the time of this application; it is reasonable to as-
sume 11% and 13% respectively.

The method calls for separating out the effect of
r\,fipncing so the financing of "software and 4iard-

are "backed out" at 13%, reading to a cal-
culation of the purchase cost of $732,628, Similarly,
the "installation costs" are $43,028.

Now,- it is necessary to consider any omitted in-
stallaiion costs. In the absence of specific informa-
tion, the following informed "guesses" will bemade
using Table 9-1, as a checklist: ,

Equipment Shipping
Site Preparation

Initially, it may be noted that savings exceed costs
in every year the return on investment is infinite!
Similarly, if a target return of 10% is used, calcula-
ticin from the seven year stream of1".total cost less
savings" results in a present-value of $432,014. Since
there is ,no initial cost, this investment exceeds the
10% investment criteria (or any other'raie we might
have set). Indeed, if. enough investment opportuni-
ties like ,this. were. available to the hospital, patients
would no-longer have, to be charged for health care!

To begirt a,tatical analysis, it is first necessary to
make explicit the key assumptions: ,

Useful-lifeL seven years is used in Figure 9-1 and
it is agreed that this is reasonable.,

Inflation rate 6% is assumed i dote #1 in Fig-
ure 9-1. This seen! but it will, e ac-
cepted. Other rates are used in notes #2,-#3 and #4.
*Installation ScheduleThe application indicates
five months from start to equipment installation
and four more months to "bring up" the system
throughout the hospital. .

Benefit Realization ScheduleNone is stated al-
< though Figure 9-1 suggests benefits are realized.

sinfultaneously with installation. It will be assumed
to require three months after completion ofinstalla-
tion. Thus, benefits will commence in. the second
year urine months installation plus three .month
benefit realization periods):

Financing Method The application suggests
"software and hardware" and "installation" 'are

Electrical
Cabling
Applkations development '(data tables),
(2 man-years @$15,000/m -y, plus 25%
fringe)
Electrital Utilities
Sales Tax 05%

funded by the vendor overthe seven year period at a
rate in excess of the hospital's local bank credit
lines. An informed "guess" Is that the hospital's lo-
cal rate is one point over prime and financing rate is
three points over, prime. Since the prime was 10 % at .

Casualty Insurance-- 1%/year
Training and installation support (5
-man-years @$15,000/m-y, plus 25%
fringe) .

Supplies... . .

Industrial Engineering (1 man-year
-0425,000/ml, plus 25% fringe)..:.. .

$ 1,500
12,000
5,000,
7,000 s'

37,500
2,000

36,181
7,236

93,758
1n d.'

31,250

Next, it is necessary to consider' operating costs in
years two through seven. "Equipment maintenance
cost" will be used as shown. In addition, using the
Table 9-1 checklist, the following operatidg.costs
for the second year will be projected. These will be
inflated at 6% per year for years three through
seven.

System Coordinator (data table mainte-
nance), (1 An-year @$20,000/m-y; .
plus 25 % fringe) $ 25,000
Electrical Utilities .

Casualty Insurance-71%/year 7,236
Training (included in hospital training
staff duties without staff addition) 0
Supplies 10,000
Industrial Engineering (1/2 man-year

$25,000/my, phi; 25% fringe) 15,625

The next step is to examine projected savings.
The first adjustment will be to exclude all savings in
the first year as savings cannot logically accrue until
installation and benefit-realization ..-! e,



figuie 9-1 Cost justification analysis A

4.
Theron ii vib Year three Veer lour Thar IN* Thar six Year saran Total

Software and Hardware $ 163,620 $ 163,620 163,620 $ 163,620 $ 163,620 $ 163,620 $ 163,620 $1,145,340

Installation Costs 9,729 9,729 9,729 9,729 9,729 9,729 9,729 68,103

Equipment Maintenance ' 31,332 33,212 35,204 37,316 39,554 41127,,, 04,442 262,987

TOTAL COSTS $ 204,681 $ 206,561 $ 208,553 ,$ 210,665 $ 212,903 $ 215,276 $ 217,791 $1,476,430

Redovery of Lost Charges' $ 109,000 $ 119,900 $ 131,890 $ 145,079 $ 159,586 $ 135,545 $ 193,100 41,034,100
Reduction of Waste Meals' , ; 13,000 14,170 16,445 16,835 18,350 . 20,001 21,801 119,602.
Forms Cost Reduction 9,900 10,890 11,979 13,177 14,495 15;944 17,538 93,923
Discount 6,000 8,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 42,000
Reduction of EDP Equip.' 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600
Increased Cash Flow' 20,000 21,800 23,762 °0 25,900 28,231 30.,772 33,§41 184,006
Personnel Savings' 75,000 81,00 87,480 94,478 102,016 . 110,198 119,014 669,206

' .

TOTAL SAVINGS $ 235,500 $ 256,360 $ 279,156 $ 304,069 1-'331,298s $ 361,060 393,594 $2,161,037

Total Cost Less Savings
Cost Per Patient Day

($ .30,819)
-9-

($ 49,729)-0- 70,603)-o- . a

($ 93,404)-o- ($ 118,395) ($ 145,784)-0- ($ -175,803)-0- ($ 684,607 )-o-
NOTES s

.
1-Equipment Maihtenanc is the only ridable cost tot he system during t h e6

lied to the Consumer Price index and for the p Loose of this comparison Is a
2-Recovery of lost charges Is based on a conservative 2.5% of ancillary diary

Ming national averages of 3-5% for lost charges would result In signNican
flected above. .

.

3-Reduction to wasted meal savings Feprelentip pro acted 9 moils per day II
ION due to transfers. surgery, diet changes, ate. Those will be slim inated.as a
status eornmunIcistiona. An ahnuel Increase of 9% was prolected.

,1 0

eV

a

6A

n year contract. Tgo Increase Is
raged to a 8% per year Increase.

with a 10% per year increase.
more savings tharpthose re.

75each which &recurrently
It of tiwi Instant Oatlent diet

: r

4-Form costs have averaged an can reasonably be expected to continue to average a 10% Increase for the next
seven years.

5-This reflects the ellmlnat kin of thesensus system whip preserillytosto 948 per page niday.
8-The system will result In the patient bNI being generated four days sooner than Is now possible. This will re-

sult In an annual cash flowincrease,of $269,009, Invested at 9% per year.
7-Personnel savings represent 6 FTEs with fringe benefits. -

0
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Next, sacrflgs,from "Recovery of Lost Charges"'
are deleted based on the reasoning presented earlier
in Chapter 3. ,

All other,prOjtctea savings are accepted as pre-
sented. While an inde?endent reviewer makes
somewhat different estimates, the results would not
Change materially. It is constructive, however, to

examine the "Personnel Saving:" Elsewhere in the
iPpliCation these are identified as:

Department 1.T.E. Persohnel Reductions
Admitting 2

54
E.D.P.
O.P. Registration

2.5
1

Radiology t 0.5 0 -

Total Redtlotions 6 F.T,E. A-
These appear quite reasonable for the system pro-
posed. Reductions. in admitting and registration°
may sbe expected. The he radiology reduction un,,
doubtedly is relatedto more efficient handling of
outpatients. The E.D.P,, reduction firesutnably re-
flects a reduction in keys pupcIrappratOrs since
charge collection is now automatic and undOubted-
ly relates to-" reduction of E.D. P. iequipment" which

0-. .
are probably key punch machines.,

1

.. Fractional V.T.E. savings, are questiOnable bli
the assumption will be made.thar part-time ite4le
Are- being removed from the payroll. Ordinarily,
fractional Fa:E. savings are not realizable.

_. Note- that there are no savings in Nursing. Since.

nursing is by far the largest department in any hos
pital; typically representing half cc more of the
work force, major produttivity improvement must
include major nursing partmem staffteductions.
This i1possible only wit more comprehensive sys-

dt

teMs. While no employee data is presented, the sub-
, ject hospital probably has a work force of one thou-

sand or more. Thus, the productiVity impact ap-
pears to be less thani %. . ,

Review of the BenefitrChecklist presentecl,in Ta-
ble 9-2 suggests ..that all relevant savings were

t claimed. It is now possible to adjust the Cost Justifi-
cation Analysis presented in Figure 9-1. The ad.
justed Cost Justification Analysis is presented in fig-
ure 9-2.

.

s This adjusted analysis suggests a different
situation than the unadjusted analysis. poring fi-
nancing costs, it may be seen that the initial invest-
ment of $1,038,405 is not recovered over the seven
year useful life but is only reduced to ;644,259.

. Thus, the project has a negative return; that is, it

Costs more than it Saves. Therefore, a review deci-
sion must be made on the bails pf whether the Ton -

financial benefits (e.g., patient care benefits) are
worth the increased cost.

To establish this cost, we must calculate the net
present value (or cost) using an interest rate ap-
proximating the hospital's weighted average cost of
capital. It was estimated that the hospital had ac-
cess to bank credit at 11% and long term lease
credit at 13%. Therefore, a'reasonable figure for
the hospital's weighted average cost of capital is
12%.

Using a financial calculatbr, the net present cost,
of this project is calculated to be $804,234._(This
calculation discounts the stream of costs or savings.
back tq the present at the chow interest rate.) The
hospital board and the HSA must thus decide if the
patient care benefits are worth approximately
$80Q,000.

This example illustrates how an apparettly cost-
effective project may n t be cost-effective at all. Of,

- course, the estimat made here may be open to de-
bate. Neverthele ,- this methodology may prove' to
be useful to'those wtto must make real decisions.

.

Risk was not considered in4our example. The pro-
° pciied system is, a tvideily installed system from a
. reputable vendor. Therefore, it is unlikely that re-
sults
reputable

will differ significantly from our adjusted
analysis: The major risk ,is likely to be failure t?

.realize the 6.0 F.T. perionnelreduclion which ac-
.%

countsfor a majority of the projected saving. There-
fore" as part of a review of this project, a written
commitment by the cognizant department man-
agers and the administrator to eliminate the target-
ed positions On a stated schedule should be re-

s.' quired. '
In examining a ,less proven system, it would be

necessary to examine the effect of, say, a, one year
slip. Installation labor costs would continue for year
two sand savings would not commence until year
thre0. Using the figures from this ex am,ple, one
wot!ld conclude the "downside" warperhapra-qqan,
ter of a million dollars associated with A one - year,;:
schedule slip. ' ,. -.

t
Systems

The method suggsa4ed above re-quires-comparison
of costs and savings projected, or a, proposed new
system with hoipital costs prior to its installations
There is one circumstance where this method may
.

Replacing Ineffectly

6
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FigUre.9-2 Coat justificatran attalinfoa-alilusted

Yea 0/10r year aro Year throe . Yau to

Costs e.

se trr\ Year six Year sewn

"Software and Hardware" .
"Installation Costs" 4:
Equipment Maintenance"
Equipment Shipping
Site Preparation
Electrical t
Cabling
Applications Development
Electric Utilities
Sales Tax
Casualty Insurance
Training d Install Support
Supplies forms
Indus Engineering , *

t
C

. .

$723,628
40,028
31,332
1,500

12,000
5,000
7,000

37,500
2,000

38,181
7,236

93,758
10,000
31,250

I *

$33,212 ,

c.

25,000.-.
2,000

.

7,236

10,006
15;625

$35,204
.

28,500
2,1.20

7,236 ,

P 11,000
16,563

$37.3.16

27,825
047

7,238

12,100
17,556

Total Costs
Cpalat Ivo goat

Savings

$1,038,405 $ 93,073
$1,038;405 $1,131,478

$ 96,623 $ 104,280
$1,230,101 $1,334;381.

"Recovery of Lost Charges"
"Reduction of Waste Meals"
"Forms Cost Reduction"Cos_t'

"ReductiOn of EDP Equipment"
"'Increased Cash Flow"
"Personnel Savings"

Total Savings
Cumulative Savings

Total Costs Less Savingi
Cumulative Cost Less Savings

Coal. andsavInge In quotation mots are name cantaI neci In the original analysts (Nun 9-1). The other costs andaaTITIIS

0. $14,170
10,890
6000
2,600

21,800
81,900

-0- $136,460
, 4136,460

$1,038,405 ($43,387)
$1,03$,405, $955,018 /904,275

Items are added as described In the text.

$15,548
41,979
6,000
2,600

. 23,782
87,480

$147,368
$283,826
($50;743)

48

A

C I

$16,835
13,177
6,000
2,600

15,900
94,478

$158,990
$442,816
($54,710)
$849,565

as '

$39,554 $41,927 $44,442

29A95 31,264 33,40
2,382 2,525 2,676

7,236 7-,236 7,236

13,310 14,841 16,105
18,610 019,726 20,910

$ 110,587 ; $ 117,319 ". $ ,

$1,444,968 $1,562,287
.14509.

$1798.

,

$18,350 $20,001 $21,801
14,495 15,944 17,538

6,000 6,000 6,000
2 800 2,600 2,600

. 28, 38,772 33,541
102,036 110,198 11.9,014

$171,712 $185,515 $200,494
$614528 $800,043. $1,000,537
($81,125) ($88,196) ($75,985)
$788,440 $720,244 $644,259

,

I .

P

64 , 65
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lead to an erroneous conclusion where the pro-
it posed system will replace a previously installed, in-

effective system. -

- To illustrate, consider_the extreme case where 4f
hospital has installed a system costing $1 million pee'
year and producing no benefits. The hospital now
prepares to replace that system with a new system
'costing $500,000 per year and producing no bene-
fits. Using the suggested methodology blindly will
lead to the result that the' new system will save
$500,000, and hence, is cost effective. Common
sense suggests that an even better plan would be to

56
throw oiiNhe old system_ and reject the new
one and e $1 million! a

If circumstances are encountered where this
problem may be present, it can be easily avoided by
a second economic analysis using the hospital with:
out the existing medical information system as the
baseline for -comparison with the proposed new sys-
tem.

'changis in cos and savings. These marginal costs
and savings ar then related by a.return invest
ment or net pr ent value analysis..

It is yossibl , of course, that the original system
was never' subj cted to CON review. Apart from the
legal prohibit on against ex post facto administra-
tion of the la there is little point in reviewing a de-
cision 'already made and.implemented. Instead, at-
tention shoul be focused on additions, replace-
ment or rem al decisions.

taartlal systems

Occasionally, the reviewer must consider an appli-
cation to review replacement of a portion of a sys-,

`item or dition to an exi system rather than a
totally ew system. T e procedure is identical to
that wh chwe have used for a compleie system.

Keep in mind, however, that marginal costs and
marginal savings should be used; that is, only the

1

a

**,
Concluding ote

The analyst must remind hitriselfthat he is attempt-
ing to estimate future results. Despite use of six or
seven significant figure numbers and sophisticated
analytical techniques and calculations, the preci-
sion of the analyst's results are still largely limited by
the validiACOf estimates mid assumptions.

The real issue before the analyst is whether the,
projectis going to reduce or increase health care
costs for the community. If they will increase, some
estimate must be made of how much, which can
then be related' to the nonfinancial benefits. In the
case study, it was concluded that the deciiion mak
ers must decide if the patient care benefits over
seven years are wdrth $800,000 to the community.
Failure to focus on this central question often results
in the analysis being ignored when the decision is-
made.

.
-e
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Special RequirementsResearch \\,
CHAPTER 10

,

a' \

introduction

In Chapter 2, it' was noted-that oneof the criteria es-
tablished by HEW regulations under P.L. 93-641,
provides for:

"The special needs and circumstances,of bio-
medical and behavioral research projects
which are designed to meet a national

, need."
Computer systems have become a widely employed
tool in research. Hence, it is desirable to develop

,some additional tests permitting differentiation be-
tween sysjems properly subject to HSA review based
on community*needs and standards, and those fall:

oing within the criteria cited above.

Materiality

Clearly, the computer systems used solely for, re-
search with no application to patient care fall with-
in the. "special, needs and circumstance." The con-
verse would not fall in this category. Frequently,
however,, a medical information system may be used
for both purpOses, particularly in teaching hospir
tals.

In this case, .inquiry must be made into the pd-
..

many use or motivation for installing the system. If,
for example, the system would be disconiinued if

e research was terminated, it is likely thatpatient
ca rendered via the system is incidential and
henc -ant material. Again, the converse it true.

Financl support I
If the finan ial cost of acquisition and operation of
a computer s tem ,is funded under, a research grant
or contract, it dearly falls under the "specialneeds
and' circumstance" criteria. Here, the converse is. \'less clear. Tradittonally, patient care funds' have
subsidized research to some extent in teaching hos-. .

A

pitats. ThesHSA will be called upon to make a judg-
ment sblaneing community health care costs
against national needs.
"fr. w

Morginal costs

Since systems-with mixed objectives (i.e., both pa-
tient care and research) are likely to present the

, mot difficulty to the reviewer; it may be useful to
use marginal analysis. This requires conceptually
dividing the proposed system between its objectives.
An estimate might be made of thecost of the System
and resulting benefits it only the-patient care fea-.
tures were provided. This could then be assess ed
ing the HSA's existing community standards. The
marginal costof the research features could then be
assessed against the "national need"-criteT(a.

Organizational control

While, there is nothing fundamental about which
organizational entity, controls a computer system,
control may sometimes be a useful'empirical guide-
line. It would be reasonable to expect a pre:
dominantly research system to be under the bontrol
Of a medical school or' a research investigator. Pa-.
tientcare systems, conversely, would usually be un-
der the control of the hospital administrator or one
of the hospital department heads.

This test can, of course, be easily circumvented
by simply setting forth the "right answer" in an ap-
plication. Therefore, it should be viewed as only a
helpful adjunct to other tests.

,
\

Incremental development ,

Occasionally, a research-justified computer systeth
will be used as the. founslation for subsequent incre-
mental developMent of a patient care system.-Initial

6i '
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review is avoiBed and subequent d elby*rent pro;
seeds' by addingegtiiin and peisonnel in incre-
ments small enough to fall under the minimum
lar 'criteria oft.he HSA. The result flan' be.a system
requiring an annual expenditure of a million dot-
Jars or more charged against patient careliqi. cis and

44' yet no boar or HSA review has taken place. `014

Such a result may reflect the unplanned ,conse-
quence of opening the Pandora's Box of "do-it-

, ,yourself" medical information systems develop-
ment. Or it may reflect "gamemanship" designed to
circumvent both internal and external procedures.
for major capital expenditures review. .Hospital. 58 boards and HSAs should maintain sufficient- sur-
,veillance to assure that incremental develo4pment
without adequate review is discouraged.

Concluding note

The subject of this book has been a critical review of
Certificate-of-Need applications bi medical infor
mation systems. Shortcomings have been identified

...
,

D

0

end attacked. Decision making by hospitals.-has,
been questioned in certain instances.

It is imperative that this critical csmtex't not leave
the reader, particularly the HSA reviewer, with a
negative impression of the merits of medical infor-
mation systems in the hospital. The,opposite is in-
tended and desired. In Chapter 1, the view was ex-

pressedpressed that, "both experience and research have
amply dernonsirted that this technology can have a
fivorabfe impact an the.quality and cost of hospital-
based health care delivery."

Therefore, it is hoped that thisbook will not be/
used to block the introduction of this technOlogy,
but rather as an aid to Permit the health planning
review community and the hospital management
community to work together toward better, more
insightful decisions that will contribute to better, ,
cheaper..health care for all.

,
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Appendix.
For further reading.

4
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This book has been written'for the reader who doei
not have training or experienCe with mediC)211
rnation systems, yet must make informed decisions
on their proposed installation inta hospital. The in-
wrested reader may wish to explore this sublikaur
ther, of may becalled upon to direct others to addi-
tional sources. -' --

The lay reader may find four publications 'to be
of particular interest:

AuStin, Charlisinformation Systems for Hospital
Administration,'. Health Ailministration Press.--
1949.

Hodge, Melville H.: "Medical Information Sys-
terns," Aspen, Germantown, Maryland, 1977.

Lindberg, Donald: "The Growth of Medical Infor:
t' mation Systems in the United States," Lexington
14i; 7--;Book, 1979;

' 1 "

.
ffice of TtChnology Assessment: "Policy Implica-
dons. ofMedical Information Systems, -ibougress
of the United States, Washington, D.C,, Novern-
ber, 1977.

4

The most extensive evaluation of, patient care and
-- economic benefits trorn a Medical information sys-

. tern -ever carried oikt was that conducted bythe Bat-
tekle Columbus 'Laboratories:Under HEW sponsor-
ship of the reclinicon Medical Information System
installed rat the- El Caminti Hospital, MOuntain

;_View, California. The research findings are con-, .
-2tained in series Ofreportsr ,

Barret , lames, P., Barnum, Ronald A., Gortian;
Ern arnin*, and' Pesut,. Robeit "Finar Re-

,.port Evaluation of a Medical Information Sys-
tern in-a General oMmunity Hospital:" Bftelle'
Columbus Laboratories, ,,,columbils, Ohio, pe-
cember 19,,1975;

.

Gall, John .E., Jr., Nonyolia, DonaId NI-. Cook,
'Margo,' Fleming, John .C., Ryd.elt, Richard

`'

Watson, 15emonstratiOn and Evalua-,
/ion of a Total Hospital Information System," El
Opilino_ Hospital, Mountain View, California,
DeCemberi975.

James P., Hersch, Phillip L., and Caswell%
Ralph J.: "Executive Summary on Eyaivation of
the Impact of the Implementation of the Tech-
nicon Medical Information System at El Camino
Hospital.; Part IIEconomic Trends Analysis,"
Battelle Columbus Laboratories, Columbus,
Ohio, May14, 1979:
An excellent summary of the cost-effectiveness as-

pects of the El Camino experierice has been pub-
lished by an NCHSR, author:

'Coffei, Rosanna'M.: "How a Medical Information
System Affects Hospital Costs: The El Ca lino
Hospital Experience,." National Center or

-04
Health Service Research, DH Publication No..
(PHS).80-3265, March 1980.

59

. .

Some recent papers of particular interest to the
riontechnical HSA staff member are:
Veazie, Stephen: .:Information Systems: In the Cost

Containment Battle," Hospitals,. The Journal of
the American Hospital Association, April 1,
1978, Vol: .

'Price, Dennis G.: "Getting the Best Epp Contract,"
HoSpital Financial Marlageinent, November.

,1977.
Reps, David: "Sort bp Proposals with this In-

15ut/Output ,Mastrix," Hospital Financial Man-
agement, January 1977:.
A useful review of research in this field- is con-

tainedmined in:
'-1"

Medical Information Systems Cluster, Division of
Extramural Research: "Computer Applications,
in Health Care," National-Center- for Health
Serviced Research, U.S. Department OrHealth,
Education, and Welfare, June-1979.

. , .

..
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ReleV-ant publications from a selected bibliography
contal%ecl in that publication are repeated here for
the convenience of the reader. Numbers contained
in, the stations refeeto HEW grants o? contracts.

. .

Barnes, D.: . "Program Comparisons," Proceedings
of the Sixth Annual Conference of the Sctciety for
Computer Medicine, Boston, Mass., November
1976. '

Barnett, G.: "COSTAR: Computer Stored Ambula:
tory RecOrd: A Progress Report," Massachusetts
General Hospital, HS 00240, PB 248,314, 1975.

Barnhard; H.: "Diagnostic Radiology Information
6b System Design." AmericanCollege of Radiology,

HSM 110-69-g8, PB 210 470. October 1970. ,

Ba'rnhard? H.: "Evaluation of an Implementation
of' t re Diagnostic Radiology Information Sys,
terns," American College of Radiology, HS
0.0525, PB 262 150.

Barnhara, H., Jacobson, H., & Nance, J.: "Survey
of'Diagnostic Radiblogist's Information Process-
ing Practices," American College of Radiology,

.B2222 553.°
Barrett, J.: "Evaluationti the Implementation ofa

Mediql Iiiformation System in a General Com-
munity Hospital," Battelle Columbuk Labora-
tories, HSM 110-73:-.331, PB 233, 784, 1975.

Bleich, H.: "Computer-Based Consultation," The
American Journal of Medicine, HS 001'88, Sep-
tember, 1972. , ,.

M.; Bleich, FL, .& Sherman, H.: "Acquisi;
.tidn of Autoniated Medical Histories by Ques-
tionnaires," MassaChusetts Iiiistitute of ,Tecli:
nology, HSM.110169-2'64,13 233', 784.

Caceres, C. & Bathes, D.: " Computerized Care,"
Hospitals-LJournal of the American Hospital 4s-
sociation, pp.,49-52, Vol, 43, December t, 1969.

Cloutier, R.: "Study of Automated Clinical Labora-
tory Systems," Berkeley Scientific Laboratories,

SM 110 -69 -409, PB 204 923.

Qohen, t'A Chronic Blgease Information...Sys-
tem," Proceedings of Secorici Illinois Conference .
bn Medical Information Systems, University of D-

. linois, Urbana, 1975.
Cohen, S., & Armstrong, M.: "A Computer -Based

System for the Study and Control of Drug liter-
actions in Hospitalized Patients," Garattini, Mar-
selli and Cohen (Editors), Raven Press; New

York, HS 00739, 1973.
Cole, S.:'"Computerized InterpretatiOn of the Elec-

trocardiogram v Proceedings of an Engineering'

Foundation ConferenCe," Engineering Founda-
tiOn, New.York City, New York, HS,02603, 1975.

Collen, M.: "Medical InformationSystems: Confer-
. ence Proceedings," HS 00288, PB 195 998.

Collen, 'M?: "Technology and Health Care Systems'
in the 3980's: Conference PrOceedings," PB 220
613, January 1972:

Cox, J.: "Technology in Health Care," iliomedical.
Computer Laboratory, Wit(shington Universiti%
Final Report, HS 00074, March 1978. *,

Delang, J., & Greyson, M: " Implementation and
Analysis of the AMHT Cost-Finding System,"
Stanfbrd Reseal-eh Instiiute, Pli 205 813.,

Dreifus, L.: "Optimal ElectrocardiograOhy,' The
. American journal of Cardiology, HRA

230 -76 -0166, February, 197,8.
R.: "Current Aspects and Fittiire Implica-

tions of Automated Medical Information Sys-
tem," Advances in Automated Analyst" Volinne

Edited by . Mediad, Tarrytown', New York,
1976

. Edmunds, L., MacVaugh, Stevens,
Wechsler, A., & Worthington, GJ'EvaIuation of '

Compute? -Aided Monitoring of Patients, After
'Heart Surgery," Journal of Thorac Cardiovasc'

74(6):890-9, HS 01467, December 1977, .

Edwards, 'S!-& Sharting, J.: "Demonstration and
Evaluation of a SharecF.Modular Hospital Infor
mation System," HSM 110-70-368, PB 236.154:-

Elliott, R.: "Demonstration and' Evaluation of
Compnier Assisted Anatis and Interpretation of °
the Electrocardiogram," St. Luke's Hospital,
HSM110269-414, PB 218 976.

fliott, Ir,. "Computer-Assisted Electrocardiog-
taptiy in,Commimity,Hoipitals," R. Stacyand B.
Waxman (Editors Computer; in Biomedical Re-
search, vol. jy, Academic Press, New York, Jan-
uary 1974.

Ewing, "DevelOPment of a Data System for lm-
,provin.g the Efficiency of Hospital Outpatient De-
parfments," National Institute for Communit9
Derlopment, P3247 7,47, 1975.

EsVing; E, Nawick, M.,,& Parker, R.: ,

"Analysis of Information Systems Reiitiirements
, of HMO's," National Institute for Community
-Deyelopmenr,PB 247 746, 1975.

Feinstein, A.,eV., Rubinstein, J., & Ramshaw, W.: Esti-
mating PrognOsis with the Aid of a Conversation-
al Mode Computer, Program," Annals of tzternal
Medicine, Vol. 76, No. 6, June 1972.

.
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4
Feldstein, M., & A.: "The Rapid Rise of

HOSpital Costs';'' StaffftReport of the Council on°
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